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ABSTRACT

This thesis implements and develops the voice coding part of the U.S digital
cellular mobile telephone system, the Vector-Sum Excited Linear Predictive
Coder (VSELP). Given the specification from Electronic Industry Association, a
simulation structure is fully established and documentation of the standard is
thoroughly discussed, identifying some pitfalls in the standard. The
performance of the simulated coder is shown to produce good quality
synthetic speech having a typical SNR of around 10 dB, operating at 7950 bits
per second. To ensure the correctness of the coder implementation, this thesis
also design several methodologies for verifying the self excitation and the
codebook excitation searching algorithms.

The VSELP coder uses an efficient fixed point covariance lattice algorithm
(FLAT) for filter coefficient estimation. The performance of the FLAT algorithm
is compared with the Autocorrelation (AUTO) method using three measures.
The comparison results show that the FLAT algorithm is superior to the AUTO
for Linear Prediction analysis.

This thesis explores the strategies of lowering its bit rate of the VSELP making
it a candidate for low bit rate application such as mobile satellite
communication. Various schemes have been designed to modify the standard
VSELP. A modified VSELP coder which operates at 5167 bps giving a quality
around 5.7 dB in terms of SNRSEG, is chosen as the best candidate in low bit
rate coding comparable to the original version. Further, error sensitivity of
each parameter of the modified VSELP is investigated using a simulated
satellite channel, showing the LPC coefficient and the frame energy to be the
most sensitive parameters. The burst error sensitivity of the modified VSELP

coder has also been tested. To control channel errors when transmitting
parameters, an interleave error masking mechanism operating without
redundant bits is fully developed, migitating the effect of channel errors. The
speech quality of the modified VSELP using the interleave error masking
scheme shows around 2 dB SNRSEG improvement for the BER being 10^
compared to the speech without error protection
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Chapter 1

1.1

Introduction

Background

Digital communication has become an increasingly important field and there is
a great need for high quality speech transmission at low bit rates which is
robust to transmission errors.

In digital communication systems, digitized signals are transmitted over a
channel to be reconstructed by the receiver. Transmission of signal is
characterized by an important parameter, transmission rate, which is also
called bit rate.

In the speech coding area it is clear that high bit rate systems yield better
quality speech than low bit rate systems, since they carry more speech
information. However, the high bit rate systems take up more transmission
channel capacity than the low bit systems. Rapid expansion in the demand for
transmission bandwidth has led to Interest in bandwidth efficient transmission
schemes. One way of easing transmission bandwidth requirements is to use
low bit rate systems which normally give poor speech quality. A nontrivlal goal
is to achieve low bit rate speech coding with a non-zero, but hopefully minimal,
amount of signal degradation. The aim of this thesis is to reach this goal in two
steps. The first step is the implementation of the Vector-Sum Excited Linear
Predictive coder (VSELP) which operates at 7950 bits per second. Secondly,
the standard VSELP coder is modified by lowering the bit rate of the coder
while retaining good speech quality. The low bit rate of the modified VSELP
coder makes it a suitable candidate for mobile satellite communications. The
robustness of the coder is investigated using various channel model. In an
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effort to make the coder more suitable for the mobile satellite channel, a
channel error control scheme is designed.

1.2
1.2.1

Signal Processing
Sampling

In modern signal processing, the processing and transmission of digital signals
are highly developed. Information bearing signals, however, are typically
analog and continuous-time in nature. Therefore an effective interface between
the analog and digital world is necessary.

Speech signals are characterized by an acoustic sound pressure wave. The
acoustic wave which is produced by human speech can be mathematically
represented by a time-varying analog waveform. It is possible to represent the
time-varying analog waveforms as a sequence of discrete samples. This
sampled signal can be thought of as an analog signal sampled periodically
with sampling period, T (seconds). The sampling frequency can be expressed
as f=1/T. To accurately represent time-varying analog waveforms with period
Ts, the minimum allowable sampling rate f is 2/Ts [19]. This minimum sampling
rate is known as the Nyquist rate.

1.2.2

Quantization

After sampling, the values associated with the samples are still continuous in
amplitude. The process of amplitude quantization is needed to limit the number
of possible amplitudes to a finite value.

Quantization is the procedure of replacing a given signal with approximate
values taken from a finite set of possible values. The most common method of
such converting is by simple amplitude, non-memory quantization. In this
process, the continuous amplitude of a signal is transformed into a finite set of
values. The output value is determined by the quantizer only from one
corresponding input sample, independent of previous or successive input
samples.

Quantization begins with the availability of the samples whose values could
range from - oo to + oo. The quantizer transforms the continuous amplitude X(n)
at time n, into a discrete amplitude Y(n).

An R-bit quantizer can be defined by specifying a set of L+1 (L=2R) input
amplitudes XQ,. . . XL called decision levels and a set of L output amplitudes
yi,. . .yL called representation values. A unique R-bit word can be associated
with each output amplitude, therefore the bit allocation is given by the following
equation:

R = LogaL

bits/sample

(1.2.2.1)

When the input amplitude falls into the interval Jk: { Xk < x < Xk+i}, k=1, 2,... L, the
quantizer produces the output representation value yk as shown in
Figure1.1.
z

Ik

^
J

'^k-l

'^k

Vk *k+1

Figure 1.1 Quantization of Amplitude x

The mapping between input amplitude and output amplitude whicli is given as:

yk=Q(x)

(1.2.2.2)

shows the characteristics of the quantizer.

Inherent in the quantization process is an error between input x and output ykThe quantization error is defined as:

q = x-Vk
= x-Q(x).

(1.2.2.3)

The most important quantity for comparing the performance of a quantizer is the
signal to noise ratio given as
2

CJx
SNR=10 Logio — ^

(1.2.2.4)

ax = f xpx(x)dx

(1.2.2.5)

k=1

Y

(x-yk) Px(x)dx

Xk

where
Px: probability density function of input signal
Gv: variance of signal

Oq: error variance.

(1.2.2.6)

In digital processing, c l , c^ can be expressed as

L
CTx = i j

I

(1.2.2.7)

L

n=1

|Lix, |iy: mean value of signals

Of special interest is non-uniform scalar quantization [16] which is used in the
VSELP coder. The quantizer selects the nearest representation level to the
input sample. The index of this chosen representation level is transmitted. The
signal is reconstructed by the representation level corresponding to the
received quantizer index.

1.2.3

Z-Transform

The z-transform, which is widely used in digital signal processing, transforms a
discrete time sampled sequence into the z-domain. Given a sequence { Xn), its
z- transform is defined by:

X(Z)=

I x n Z - n

(1.2.3.1)

n=-oo

z is a complex variable

The z transform possesses many useful properties [21]. One important property
is that when associated with a particular sample, Xn, the z-" factor represents a
time delay of nT seconds, or n sample intervals from time t=0. Thus, each data

sample in the sequence { Xn} is associated with the sequence. Using this
interpretation, a unit delay by the symbol

is defined. This element has the

effect of delaying the signal by one sample interval, that is, T seconds in time.
Therefore, at time t=nT seconds, the output yn of the unit delay element is equal
to the delayed input sample Xn-i.

Another useful mathematical operation is the Fourier Transform (F.T) and the
inverse F.T given by

F.T

X(eiw)= £

x(n)e-jwn

(1.2.3.2)

f X(eiw)eiwn dw

(1.2.3.3)

n=-oo

j.F.T

x(n) = ^

-7C

Setting z=eiw . the Fourier representation is obtained by restricting the ztransform to the unit circle of the z-plane.

1.2.4

FIR And IIR Systems

A digital filter is regarded as a discrete-time linear shift-invariant system [12]
[22] with the input X(Z) and output Y(Z) related by the Z transform:

Y(Z) = H(Z)X(Z).

(1.2.4.1)

H(Z) is the Z-transform of the unit impulse response called the system transfer
function.

Equation (1.2.4.1) can be expressed as a difference equation [23] of the form
N

M

y(n) = - X a k y ( n - k ) + X b r x ( n - r )
k=1
r=0

(1.2.4.2)

where
y(n): output sample
x(n): input sample
ak, br: filter coefficients
N, M: number of samples.

1.2.4.1

FIR Filter

A FIR filter is a digital filter with a finite-duration impulse-response of the form:
N

y(n)=Xbkx(n-k)
k=0

(1.2.4.3)

The FIR filter is also called a non-recursive filter and has a transfer function that
is a polynomial in z""'. A FIR filter is an all-zero filter in the sense that the zeros
in the Z-plane determine the frequency-response magnitude characteristics. It
has all its poles located at z=0. The FIR filter can have an unit-impulse
response that is symmetric and therefore can have an exact linear phase.
Figure 1.2 shows the implementation structure of the direct form FIR filter. One
of the FIR filter applications in speech is in speech analysis model.

x(n-2)

x(n-1)

x(n)
7-1

x(n-3)

b2

1

7 -1
L.

7-1

z-1

x{n-M)

b3

bM

y(n)

Figure 1.2 Direct Form FIR Structure

1.2.4.2

MR Filter

An IIR system is a digital filter with an infinite-duration impulse response of the
form:
N

M

y(n)= £aky(n-k) + Xbrx(n-r)
k=0

(1.2.4.4)

r=0

An IIR system is a recursive filter which can be represented by a transfer
function that is a ratio of two polynomials. It has a finite number of poles and
zeros. A feature of this type of filter system is that the output values are drawn
from past values of the output together with present and past values of the
input. An IIR filter can also give a sharper cut off in spectrum than a FIR filter of
the same order since both poles and zeros are presented. However, a causal
IIR filter [19] can not achieve an exact linear phase as a FIR filter can. Figure 1.3
represents the implementation structure of the direct form for the IIR filter. One
application for the IIR filter is In speech synthesis.

y(n)

x(n)
z-1

-

z -1

32
—

^

2 I
1
Z 1

Z-1
b4 ^

34
•m

Figure 1.3 Direct Form IIR Structure

1.2.4.3

State of a Filter

The state of a filter at any time is dependent on the necessary information about
its past history. This information is necessary in order to determine the future
response of the filter. Assume that the mathematical representation of the state
of a filter at any time, t, Is the state vector, q(t), t > to- Assuming that all inputs of
interest occur for time t >to, then the initial state of the filter Is q(to) which
contains all the necessary information about the history of the filter prior to the
time to-

The response of the filter for values of time greater than to depends upon both
the initial state and input excitation. It is convenient to separate the total
response into parts which are independent of each other. One part, called the
zero-input response, is the response that would evolve from the initial state if
the input excitation were zero. The other part, called the zero-state response, is

the response that would evolve from the input excitation if the initial state were
zero.

In speech coding it is useful to remove the effects of filter memory prior to
procseeing, for instance in the VSELP codebook search. The application of the
state of a filter in the VSELP coder is that the weighted synthetic speech should
be computed by the zero state response of the weighted synthesis filter for the
filter state match since the zero input response of the weighted synthesis filter is
subtracted from the weighted input signal.

1.2.5 Objective and Subjective Measure of Speech Quality

The speech quality can be evaluated by using objective measures and
subjective measures. Any meaningful definition of speech quality must be
based on human responses and perception. A subjective measure uses human
listener to evaluate the speech signal on a unidimensional scale. With such a
scale, results indicate relative quality of speech that can be directly compared.
Objective measures attempt to measure those physical characteristics of the
speech signal that correlate with factors determining speech quality. Since an
objective measure's success is evaluated by its ability to determine some
subjective quality measures, the performance of an objective measure can not
be dissociated from the subjective quality measure it estimates.

The most common objective measure is the evaluation of Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) expressed in decibels (dB) as

SNR = 10 L o g i o - ^

(1.2.5.1)

where
Oxi

input signal variance

Gq:

error vanance.

It is the fact that the speech signal is non-stationary and the same amount of
noise has different perceptual values depending on the ambient signal level.
The conventional SNR measure does not reflect the bad rendition of a weak
signal. The Segmental SNR which can compensate for the under-emphasis of
weak-signal performance in conventional SNR calculation has been proposed
[16]. The Segmental SNR is based on dynamic time-weighting, specifically a
log-weighting. It converts component SNR values to dB value prior to
averaging, so that very high SNR values corresponding to well-coded largesignal segments do not camouflage coder performance with weak segments,
as In conventional SNR. The Segmental SNR is defined as

SNRSEG(dB) = E[SNR(m)(dB)]

(1.2.5.2)

where SNR(m) is the conventional SNR for segment m, and the expectation is
in practice a time-average over all segments of interest in an input signal. A
typical value of m in specch coding is 20 ms.

1.3

Linear Prediction

The acoustic speech waveform has a complex structure. In an attempt to
understand more about the speech process, a suitable parametric model which
is both linear and time-invariant over short intervals of time is used. Once a
speech production model is selected, the role of speech analysis techniques is
to estimate the parameters of this model accurately and efficiently.

A linear model of speech production was developed by Fant [23].

Such a

speech production system is shown in Figure 1.4 along with its schematic
representation. It includes three components; a) the generation of the
excitation-source signal, b) its modulation by the vocal-tract system, c) the lip
radiation of the speech signal. The acoustic energy distribution of a given
speech signal depends on the excitation source, the vocal tract system and the
radiation impedance. As the excitation source, the vocal-tract system and the
radiation impedance are relatively independent, the speech production can be
modelled as the source-system model shown in Figure 1.5. This model consists
of two parts which work independently, the excitation source and the speechgeneration linear system. The linear system can be assumed to be an all-pole
MR model of the form:

A(z) =

1

(1.3.1)

P
Saiz-i
¡=0

The excitation-source is an impulse train with period P (pitch period) for voiced
sounds and random noise having a flat spectrum for unvoiced sounds. The
speech-generation linear system contains the combined spectral contributions
of the glottal- wave shape, the vocal-tract system and the radiation impedance.

excitation
source

Vocal-tract
system

Radiation
outlet

Figure 1.4 The human speech production system

Speech
signal

Pitch period

Figure 1.5 Speech source system

Since the model for speech production has been established, the parameters
for the linear model can be estimated by a variety of techniques. One of the
most popular techniques is the Linear Prediction analysis which relates the
linear speech production model to the theory of linear prediction with the
significant feature that the parameters of the speech production are easily
obtained using linear mathematics.

1.3.1

Filter Coefficient Estimation

For the system illustrated in Figure 1.5, the speech samples s(n) are related to
the excitation u(n) and gain G by the simple difference equation

s(n) =

¡=1

+ Gu(n)

(1.3.2)

The predicted output of the system, In terms of the filter coefficients a\ and
speech sample s(n), is

s(n) = X a i S ( n - i )

(1.3.3)

¡=1

The prediction error, e(n), is defined by:

e(n) = s(n) - s(n)
P

= s(n)- £ a i s ( n - i )
= Gu(n)

(1.3.4)

Since the prediction error e(n) is the error between the sample s(n) and the
predicted value s(n), it would seem reasonable to choose the coefficients {aj}
so that e(n) is minimized. The basic problem of linear prediction analysis is to
determine a set of filter coefficients {aj} directly from the speech signal in such a
manner as to minimize the prediction error e(n), and hence obtaining a good
estimation of the spectral properties of the speech signal s(n).

1.3.2

Pitch Estimation

By investigation of Figure 1.5 it is found that the impulse train called pitch,
described by its fundamental frequency FO or the fundamental period TO, also
plays an important role in characterizing the excitation source in the speech
production model. It conveys prosodie information about the speech signal [18]
and hence is very useful for speech analysis. This parameter can also be
determined by pitch estimation techniques.

A simple but effective pitch predictor is the so-called one-tap predictor, given by

P(z) = 1 - 3z-L

(1.3.5)

where
B: pitch coefficient
L: lag
One effective method for pitch determination is the autocorrelation based pitch
extraction technique. The autocorrelation function of the signals shows a peak
at a lag equal to the pitch period. At all other lags (except at zero lag ) the
autocorrelation value will be less. The pitch period in terms of lag can be
determined by the maximum autocorrelation value within some specified lag
range.

However, the VSELP coder also uses the analysis by synthesis technique to
extract the pitch period (lag). The lag is found by searching the crosscorrelation value between the past value of the coded excitation signal and
input signal. The lag which yields minimum squared-error compared with
coded excitation signal and input signal in terms of maximum cross-correlation
value is chosen. The pitch coefficient B is found by minimizing the squared
value of prediction error between input signal and its predicted value after the
value of lag is determined.

Chapter 2

2.1

Description Of the VSELP Encoder

Principles of the VSELP Encoder

The VSELP encoder shown in Figure 2.1 employs a long term predictive filter to
produce the self excitation sequences, and utilizes two codebooks to model the
residual signal after spectral whitening, operating at 7950 bps. The excitation
signal in the coder, being the sum of the self excitation signal and two
codebook vectors, gives good quality synthetic speech.

The input signal is sampled at 8 kHz before being weighted by a perceptual
noise weighting filter. The resulting signal which will be compared with the zero
state response of /K{zJX) to the excitation signals, has to be subtracted from the
zero input response of A(z/X) due to filter state match. The speech frame (160
samples) is divided into 4 subframes, with all the parameters being evaluated,
quantized, and transmitted within a subframe. The VSELP analysis consists of
three basic functions; 1) filter coefficient estimation, 2) search for the self
excitation sequence, 3) codebook excitation search.

Filter coefficient estimation

The filter coefficients for the analysis and synthesis filters are calculated once
per frame with no pre-emphasis on the speech samples. The analysis interval
is centered with respect to the center of the fourth subframe using a 21.25 ms
rectangular window. The FLAT algorithm is used to estimate the reflection
coefficients which are coded using 38 bit non-uniform scalar quantization with
more bits allocated to the first reflection coefficient because of sensitivity. Direct
form filter coefficients converted by reflection coefficients are linearly
interpolated for each subframe. The interpolated subframe filter coefficients

{aj}

long term
filter state

quantizer

codebook 1

quantizer

quantizer

codebook 2

—r

zero state
response
of1/A(z/ ^ )

K>

zero input
response
of1/A(z/

minimization

weighting

input signal

FLAT Algorithm

1
code 2

code 1

filter coefficients {a¡}

search codevector 2
search codevector 1
search lag

Lag
Outputs of the encoder: 1, pitch coefficient 6
2, gain factor r l
3, gain factor r2
4, lag
5,code 1
6,code 2
Figure 2.1 The VSELP Encoder

have to be converted back to reflection coefficients to check for filter stability. If
the resulting filter is unstable, then the original uninterpolated coefficients are
used.

Search for the self excitation sequence

The VSELP coder uses a closed loop approach to choose the self excitation
sequences as a function of lag which is found by searching an adaptive
codebook defined by the past composite excitation sequence i.e. comprised of
the self excitation and two codebook excitation sequence.

The self excitation search in the coder is performed every subframe. The range
of possible lag values is 40 to 167 instead of 20 to 147 as specified in the
VSELP standard. The lag is represented by 7 bit. To determine the optimum lag
value the minimum squared prediction error (MSPE) criterion is applied.
Vectors filtered by zero state response of A(z/X) are compared with weighted
input minus the zero input response of A(z/?i) for error weighting. The vector
which minimizes the weighted error is the optimum vector, defined as the self
excitation sequence. The self excitation gain is restricted to be positive,
preserving the original sign of the chosen sequence.

Codebook excitation search

Two codebooks are used in the VSELP coder, each consisting of M=7
predefined basis vectors. Codevectors which are coded with 7 bits are
constructed as a linear combination of the M basis vectors. The codebook
excitation is chosen from a codebook, containing
MSPE criterion.

codevectors, using the

The zero state response of each basis vector to A(z/X) must be computed for
both codebooks, due to the error weighting between the codebook excitation
and weighted input minus the zero input response of A{z/X). Vectors being
selected are then correlated to each other. To dismantle the dependence an
orthogonalization procedure is employed. Once the basis vectors have been
filtered and orthogonalized, the two codebook excitation search procedures are
identical.

Synthetic speech is produced by passing the sum of the self excitation signal
and the two codebook excitation signals to the IIR synthesis filter.

The basic data rate of this coder is 7950 bit per second with 159 bits per
speech frame(20 ms) being allocated as follows:

2.2

short term filter coefficients, afs

38bits/frame

frame energy R(0)

5bits/frame

lag, L

7 bits/subframe

28 bits/frame

codevectors, I, H

7+7 bits/subframe 56 bits/frame

gains B, ri, r2

8 bits/subframe

32 bits/frame

LPC Coefficient Analysis

The speech signal is divided into non-overlaping speech frames, each having a
length of 20 ms (160 samples). Each speech frame is separated into 4
subframes with 40 samples each, corresponding to a length of 5 ms. The LPC
coefficients are computed from the input speech with the analysis interval being
centred of the fourth subframe of each frame. The analysis length used for
computation of the filter coefficients is NA=170 samples.

The autocorrelation function from the input speech is calculated by:
NA
Rss(i.k)=

2.2.1

Xs(n-l)s(n-k)
n=p

(2.2.1)

Bandwidth Expansion

In the calculation of the autocorrelation function, if no explicit windowing is
applied, discontinuities between the values within the implicit rectangular
window and the values of zeros outside the rectangular window can cause
spectral distortion. Thus a small amount of bandwidth expansion given in
equation (2.2.2) is provided to the autocorrelation prior to the solution of the
reflection coefficients.

R ss(i.k) = Rss(i.k)w(|i-k|)

(2.2.2)

where w(|i-k|) < 1 [2].

2.2.2 The FLAT Algorithm

Reflection coefficients of the short-term filter are calculated by a lattice algorithm
called FLAT which can be viewed as trying to build an optimum (that which
minimizes residual energy) inverse lattice filter stage by stage. The term
"reflection coefficient" coming from the theory of Linear Prediction of speech
(LPC) uniquely defines the area ratios of the acoustic tube model of the vocal
tract.

A short-term filter which has an order of p results in p reflection coefficients. The
reflection coefficients have a non-uniform spectral sensitivity, with the highest

sensitivity near unity magnitude. It is known that first and second reflection
coefficients which have skewed distribution for many voiced sounds have
values near unit magnitude. Since the first and second reflection coefficients
with magnitude nearest unity are most sensitive to slight variation and the rest
have magnitudes less than 0.7 and subject to less sensitivity, a non-linear
quantization scheme for reflection coefficients is advised, with more bits
assigned to the first and second reflection coefficient while fewer bits are
allocated to the rest.

The analysis by synthesis filter is required to be implemented as direct form
filters. The quantized reflection coefficients must be therefore transformed to
direct form filter coefficients.

2.2.3

Interpolation of Filter Coefficients

Since the LPC analysis interval is centred with respect to the middle of the
fourth subframe, the coefficients for the first, second and third subframe should
be linearly Interpolated in order to avoid spurious transients should the filter
coefficients change abnjptly. The fourth subframe uses the uninterpolated
coefficient for that frame. The Interpolation formats are given by:

a\ = 0.75 a] (previous) + 0.25 ai(current)

subframe 1

(2.2.3.1)

aj = 0.5 aj (previous) + 0.5 aKcun-ent)

subframe 2

(2.2.3.2)

ai = 0.25 a\ (previous) + 0.75 ai(current)

subframe 3

(2.2.3.3)

ai = ai(cun'ent)

subframe 4

(2.2.3.4)

where ai(previous) is the ith direct form coefficient from the previous frame,
ai(current) is the ith direct form coefficient from the current frame.

2.2.4

Stability of the Filter

A filter has to be stable in order to yield meaningful results. A necessary and
sufficient condition for the filter to be stable is that all of the reflection
coefficients be bounded by unity. If the filter is unstable, then at least one
reflection coefficient has a magnitude of one or greater.

For each interpolated subframe, the filter coefficients must be converted to
reflection coefficients so that the filter stability can be checked. If the resulting
filter is unstable, the correcting scheme for each subframe is as follows:

aj = previous frame's coefficients

subframe 1

(2.2.4.1)

aj = current frame's coefficients

subframe 3

(2.2.4.2)

ai = current frame's coefficients

(2.2.4.3)

if current frame energy > previous frame energy
or
ai = previous frame's coefficients

(2.2.4.4)

if previous frame energy > current frame energy
subframe 2

The unstable filter for subframe 1 will be replaced by the previous frame's
uninterpolated filter while the unstable filter for subframe 3 should be
substituted by the uninterpolated current frame's coefficients. The unstable filter
for subframe 2 uses either the previous frame or the current frame's filter,
choosing those coefficients which correspond to the frame with the higher
energy. If both frames have the same energy, then subframe 2 uses the
previous frame's coefficient.

2.3 Computation of Frame Energy

The frame energy Is the average signal power which is computed and encoded
once per frame. The computation is shown below:
NA-1

NA-1

X s ( n H ( n ) + Xs(n-p)*s(n-p)
m

owKiiS^
2-(NA-P)

(2.3.1)

The frame energy is converted to a dB value. The resulting value RdB Is
quantized using a 32 level uniform quantizer [14] ranging from a minimum of 64 dB to a maximum of -4 dB in 2 dB steps. Transmission codes from 0 to 31
designated as RO are used to represent the 32 quantized values.

For subframe processing, Rq, the quantized value of RO, is interpolated as
follows:

R'q(O) = Rq(0)previous frame

for subframe 1

(2.3.2)

R'q(O) = Rq(0)cun'ent frame

for subframe 3 and 4

(2.3.3)

Rq(0) =VRq(0)previous frame * Rq(0)current frame

(2.3.4)

for subframe 2.

2.4

2.4.1

Subframe Signal Pre-Precessing

Weighting of Input Signal

The length of a 20 ms speech frame is divided into four subframes of 40
samples each. The lag L, codevector I and H from two codebooks and the gain
factors 6, ri, rz are evaluated each subframe.

Prior to subframe processing, the input signal should be filtered by a perceptual
noise weighting filter of the form:
P
1 +Saiz-«
w(z)=

(2.4.1)
1 +

n=l

where X is the noise weighting parameter chosen to be 0.8.

This filter can be regarded as an all-zero FIR filter and an all-pole MR filter in
cascade. It can be implemented as a cascade of the all-zero filter, followed by
an all-pole filter. The states of the filters should be preserved from one
subframe to the next.

The perceptual weighting filter de-emphasises the formant regions slightly,
raising the emphasis of the perceptually important regions between the
formants. Thus the analysis by synthesis processed in the VSELP coder
reduces the coding noise between the formant regions, placing more noise in
the formant regions. The formants are high energy regions so coding noise is
more effectively masked than in the low energy regions between formants.

2.4.2

Subtraction of Zero Input Response of the filter

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the state of a filter at any time can be represented
as a combination of the zero-state responses and the zero input responses of a
filter. One way to reduce computation complexity and avoid filtering memory
problems is to use the zero state response of the weighted synthesis filter A(z/k)
as the excitation signal for parameter determination. Therefore, the zero input

response of the weighted synthesis filter should be computed and subtracted
from the weighted input signal for the subframe in order to remove the effect of
filter state from the subframe parameter determination.

In order to match the weighting applied to the input signal by the analysis and
synthesis coding system, the synthesis filter in the encoder given in equation
(2.4.2) has the same noise weighting parameter X.

A(z/X)

^

(2.4.2)

1 + X ai^'z"'
¡=1

2.5

Self Excitation Sequence

The self excitation signal is a signal segment obtained from the past coded
excitation signal that when passed through the synthesis filter produces speech
that is most highly correlated with the original speech [6]. The parameter
representing the self excitation signal is pitch period (lag). Optimum lag can be
found using a long term predictor of the form in equation (2.5.1) to search the
adaptive codebook defined by the past coded excitation signal. The specific
vector co(n) chosen from the codebook is characterized by this optimum lag.

Bn(z)=:f7^7L

(2.5.1)

The lag is varied from a value 40 to 167 samples instead of 20 to 127 in the
VSELP specification. Each vector delayed by the lag is sequentially filtered by
the zero state response of the weighted synthesis filter. The resulting weighted
long term filtered vectors b'L (n) are then compared with the weighted input
minus the zero input response of the weighted synthesis filter. The vector which

minimizes the total squared-error is the optimum vector and is defined as the
self excitation signal.
N-1
Define

C l = XP(n)b'L(n)
n=o

(2.5.2)

N-1
GL= S b ' 2 L ( n )
n=0

(2.5.3)

The lag L, which minimizes the total weighted error with (optimum B) should be
chosen to maximize (Appendix A);

The pitch coefficient B is restricted to be positive so that only lags with positive
CL are considered. The lag code 0 is reserved to Indicate that the long term
predictor is not used when a positive correlation cannot be found.

The lag value L is converted to the lag code for transmission purposes as
follows:

LAG_X = L

if predictor deactivated

(2.5.5)

LAG_X = 0

if predictor deactivated

(2.5.6)

where X is the index 1 through 4 for the 4 subframes

2.6

Codebook Excitation

2.6.1

Codebooic Structure

Two codebooks are adopted m the VSELP coder, each consisting of M=7 basis
vectors with 40 samples. The codebook excitation is chosen from
codevectors which are constructed as linear combinations of the M basis
vectors. Codevectors are constnjcted as follows:
7
Ukj(n)= X'imVkm(n)
m=0

(2.6.1.1)

k=1 or 2 for two codebooks
0<i<2M-i;

0<n<N-1;

® is defined as

2.6.2

2im=+1

if bit m of codeword i=1

(2.6.1.2)

2im=-1

if bit m of codeword i=0.

(2.6.1.3)

Filtering and Orthogonalizing of Basis Vectors

The codevector should be chosen such that when used as part of the excitation
to the synthesis filter, the closest match to input speech is obtained. Because
the input signal is represented as the weighted input signal minus the zero
input response of A(zA), the zero state response of the codevectors in both
codebooks should be computed. The zero state response of each codevector
fkj(n) can be expressed as:

fk.i(n) = X 'imqkm(n)
m=0

0 < n < N-1

(2.6.2)

where qkm(n) is the zero state response of A{z/X) to basis vector Vkm(n).

The vectors selected by the long term predictor, codebook 1 and codebook 2
are correlated to each other. In order to simplify the selection procedure,
orthogonalization procedures should be used to decouple the correlation
between the vectors. The following steps are necessary.

(1) Dismantle the dependence of the filtered vector of the first codebook fi,i(n)
from the previously determined long term predictive filtered vectors b'L(n).

(2) Remove the correlation of the second codebook from the two determined
vectors b'L(n) and f i , i ( n ) . This can be done by first orthogonalizing the q 2 m ( n )
vectors with respect to b'L(n) and then orthogonalizing the resulting vector with
respect to f'i,i(n).

2.6.3

The VSELP Codebook Search Procedure

The codevector which minimizes the squared-error between the weighted input
minus the zero input response of A(z/X)

and the orthogonalized filtered

codevectors can be found by searching through 2 ^ codevectors.

Total squared-error is given by

N-1
Ek.i= I (P(n)-r'kf'k.i(n))2
n=0
k=1 for codebook 1

(2.6.3.1)
k=2 for codebook 2

N-1

define

C = XP(nK'i(n)
n=0

(2.6.3.2)

N-1

G= Sf'i^in)
n=0

(2.6.3.3)

The codevector that minimizes total squared-error should be chosen as the one
which maximizes (Appendix B);

(2.6.3.4)

2.6.4

Complexity Reduction

Codebook construction can be viewed as the sum of the M basis vectors where
the sign of each basis vector is determined by the state of the corresponding bit
in the codeword i.

Note that this construction has the property such that a pair of ones
complementary codevectors would have equivalent values but opposite sign.
Therefore, only half of the 2^ codevectors need to be evaluated. Once the
codevectors have been decided, the sign of C is used to determine the
selection of the codeword i or its complement. If the sign of C is positive, the
codeword I is selected, otherwise the ones complement of i is chosen.

Another way of reducing the complexity is to sequence the codewords using
the Binary Gray Code in which each successive codeword differs from the
previous one in only one bit position, say position v. It should be noted that the
basis vectors in successive codewords have the same sign and the same value

in M-1 positions except position v which has an equivalent value but different
sign. By modifying the sign in position v, the value of the current codevector can
be efficiently computed from the previous one.

2.6.5 Computing and Quantizing of the Gain Factors
The total weighted squared-error for a subframe Is given by:
N-1

E= Xe2(n)
n=0
N-1

= E(P(n)-i3b'L(n)-rifi(n)-r2f2(n))2
n=0

(2.6.5)

The optimum long term predictor coefficient 6, the gain factor ri of codebook 1,
and the gain factor ra of codebook 2 are jointly obtained by minimizing the total
weighted squared-error (Appendix C).

GS is defined as the energy offset parameter. PO is the fraction of the total
excitation energy in the current subframe contributed from the long term
prediction. P1 is the fraction of the total excitation energy in the current
subframe contributed from the codebook 1. Note that the sum of PO and P1 is
less than or equal to 1. In an attempt to reduce the transmission dynamic range
of the three gain factors 6, ri and ra, they should be transformed to GS, PO and
P1.

GS, PO and P1 are vector quantized. Each vector in the {GS, PO, P1} codebook
is evaluated to determine the total weighted error in the subframe. The vector
which has minimum error value Is selected.

2.7

Filter State Updating

The excitation signal in a given subframe is constructed as

ex(n) = Bco(n) + riCi(n) + r2C2(n)

(2.7.1.1)

0 < n < N-1

After all subframe parameters have been evaluated and quantized, the
updating procedure is applied In preparation for the next subframe's
processing.

The long term predictor state Is updated by

M(n) = M(n+40)

for -146 < n < -41

(2.7.1.2.)

M(n) = ex(n+40)

for -40 < n < 1.

(2.7.1.3)

The weighted synthesis filter is updated by Inputing the 40 samples of ex(n) Into
the weighting synthesis filter. It should be pointed out that the states of the filters
should be preserved from one subframe to the next.

2.8 Pitfalls Of The VSELP Coder and Possible Misprint

During the simulation, some serious misprints and conceptual errors have been
found In the VSELP specifications which, if not overcome, would result In an
Incorrect simulation. These are listed below:

1) page 2-12, line 339, equation (2.1.3.3.2.4-1)

line 339:

A{z) =

(2.8.1)
1- XaiZ-i
¡=1

The correct equations are below

line 339:

A(z) =

^

(2.8.2)

1 + X aiZ"'
¡=1

2) page 2-21, line 720, equation (2.1.3.3.2.6.2-1)

line 720:

H(z) =

(2.8.3)
¡=1

The correct equations are below

line 720:

H(z) =

^

(2.8.4)

1 + X ai^'z"'
¡=1

The negative sign in the denominator in equation (2.8.1) and equation (2.8.3)
should be positive as required by the filter coefficient. Otherwise it would cause
data being processed to end in floating point overflow error in the simulation.

3) page 2-13, line 390-391

line 390-391:

if step 7 is done so that Fj(i,k), Bi(i-1 ,k-1), Cj(i,k-1), Cj(k,i-1) are

updated together
These four terms could not update together since they are not equal.

Given the following four equations;
Fj(i,k)=Fj.i(l,k)+rj(C].i(i.k)+C|.i(kJ))+rj2Bj.iO

(2.8.5)

Bj(i-1.k-1)=Bj.i(i.k)+rj(Cj.i(l.k)+Cj.i(kJ))+rj2FH

(2.8.6)

Cj(i,k-1)=Cj.i(i.k)+rj(Bj.i(i.k)+Fj.i(i.k))+rj2Cj.i(kj);

(2.8.7)

q(k,i-1 )=Cj.i (k.i)+r|(Bj.i (k,i)+Fj.i (k,i))+r|2Cj.i (i,k);

(2.8.8)

since

Fj.i(i,k)<>Bj.i(i,k)<>Cj.i(¡,k)<>Cj.i(k,i)

so

Fj(i,k)<>Bj(i-1 ,k-1 )<>Cj(i,k-1 )<>Cj(k,i-1).

Possible misprint

a)

page 2-13, line 384 : not clear
Should be:
compute Fj(i,k) 0 < i,k < p-j-1

b)

using (2.1.3.3.2.4.1-5)

page 2-13, line 385 : not clear
Should be:
compute Bj(i,k) 0 < i,k < p-j-1

c)

page 2-19
line 659 "for subframe 1"
Should be: for subframe 2

d)

page 2-19
line 660 "for subframe 1"
Should be: for subframe 3

using (2.1.3.3.2.4.1-6)

Chapter 3

Description of the VSELP Decoder

The VSELP decoder exists within the encoder since the analysis by synthesis
decoder diagram shown in Figure 3.1 has the same structure as the encoder.
The only difference is that the weighting parameter X is removed from the
synthesis filter.

Figure 3.1 The VSELP Decoder

3.1

Construction of the Excitation Sequence

After receiving the lag-code, the optimum lag can be obtained:

lag = lagcode

if the predictor is activated

(3.1.1)

lag = 0

if the predictor is deactivated

(3.1.2)

Once the lag has been obtained, the self excitation signal is constructed as
shown below

bL(n) = M(n+lag)

0 < n < N-1

(3.1.3)

For the codebook excitation, the receiver has two codebooks identical to the
transmitter. The codebook excitations are constructed by applying the same
procedure to that in the encoder.

The gain factors for the excitation can be obtained by relating to the received
vector in { GS, PO, P1} codebook

RSGSPO
Rx(0)

^ =

R(1)

=

(3-1.4)

(3.1.5)

(3.1.6)

If the long term predictor Is deactivated, the quantized codevector gains are:

3q=0

^ /RSGSP1

/RSGS(l-PO-pl):
r2 - V
Rx(2)

Rx(k) Is the energy In each excitation sequence given by:

(3.1.7)

,o 1 Q^

(3 19)
^
'

N-1
(3.1.10)

k=0,2

Rx(k)= X c K ( n )
n=0

RS is the normalized prediction gain of the LPC filter
np
RS=NR'qJ]^(1-rf)
(3.1.11)

i=0

3.2 Speech Synthesis

The IIR short term synthesis filter is of the form:

A(z) =

±

(3.2)

1 + Xajz-

1=0

The filter is implemented in a direct form. The coefficients of the short term
synthesis filter are converted by the quantized reflection coefficients. The
synthetic speech is obtained by passing the excitation signal through the IIR
short term synthesis filter. The objective results for two male and two female
utterances are presented below.

Table 3.1 Objective results for speech utterances

second male second female

first male

first female

SNR (dB)

9.00030

10.02223

10.03130

8.43826

SNRSEG (dB)

7.00407

8.199120

8.522671

7.731441

Chapter 4

Structuring of the Simulation Model

This chapter describes the implementation details of the VSELP encoder
simulation. Algorithms relating to different sections of the encoder are provided.
The overall flow chart of the coder is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.1

Analog to Digital (A/D) and Digital to Analog (D/A) Conversion

Analog signals are converted to digital signals using a uniform PCM format with
a minimum resolution of 14 bits. The digital samples after conversion are
formatted as binary numbers corresponding to an analog signal range of -5v to
+5v. One sample requires two binary bytes; a low byte s i and a high byte s2.
Since all the parameters are evaluated using using real numbers, the binary
representation of the input signal was converted to floating point format. The
transformation is given below

Algorithm:

fpv = (S2-256+S1-8192.0)*10.0/16384.0

Digital to analog conversion is the reverse of analog to digital conversion. The
floating point values of the synthetic samples must be transformed to a binary
number representation using algorithm given below prior to D/A conversion.

Algorithm:

temp = fpv/10.0*16384.0+8192.0
s2 = temp/256
s1=temp-s2*256

Figure 4.1 Flow Chart of the VSELP

4.2 The FLAT Algorithm

The FLAT algorithm is an efficient fixed point covariance lattice algorithm which
is used to calculate the coefficient of the short term filter

defining
fo(i.k) =

Rss(i.k)

bo(i,k) = Rss(i+1 ,k+1)
co{i,k) = Rss(i.k+1)

Rss (i.k) is the autocorrelation function defined in equation (2.2.1) in section 2.2.

Matrices

R s s ( i . k ) ,

fo(i,k) and bo(i,k) are symmetrical such that the upper

triangular part of each matrix is equivalent to the lower triangular part.
Therefore, only the triangular part of each matrix needs to be computed and
updated, which simplifies the computation. Also

R s s ( « . k ) ,

fo(i,k) and bo(i,k) can

be efficiently computed from Rss(«-1 »k-1), fo(i-1,k-1) and bo(i-1,k-1) accordingly.
The FLAT algorithm is summarized below in pseudocode:

Algorithm:

the valiifi for the first rnw and firf^t column of
set row = 0;
do column = 0, p

do sample = p, NA-1
Rss(0,column)+= s(n-0)*s(n-column);

end do
Rss(column,0) = Rss(0,column);

end do

R c c ( i . k )

calculate the value for the whole matrix R^fi.k)
do row =1, p
do column = row,p
Rss(i'ow,column)=Rss(row-1 ,column-1 )+s(p-row)*s(p-coIumn)s(NA-row)*s(NA-column);
Rss(column,row) = Rss(row,column);
end do
end do

calculate matrices fofrow-column^. bofrow.column). co(row.column)
do row = 0,p-1
do column = 0,p-1
fo(row,column) = Rss(row,column);
bo(row,column) = Rssirow+I ,column+1);
co(row,column) = Rss(row,column+1);
end do
end do

calculate reflection coefficients
set j = 1;

Loop, rj = -2 f^..,(0,0)+b].i(0,0)+f].i(p-j.p-i)+b].i(p-j.p-j) '

Quantize rj;

if j = p then done

update the ifi.k) and bj(i.k^ matrices
do 1 = 0, p-j

d o k = i, p-1-j
fj(i.k) = fj-i(i,k)+rj*(Cj.i(i,k)+Cj-i(k,i))+rj2*bj.i(i,k);
b](i,k) = bj-i(i+1,k+1)+rj*(Cj-i(i+1.k+1)+C|.i(k+1.i+1))

fj(kj) = fj(i,k);
b(k,i) = b(i.k);
end do
end do

update the gfi.k^ matrix
do i = o,p-1-j
do k = 0;p-1-j
Cj(i,k) = Cj-1 (¡,k+1 )+rj*(bj.i (i,k+1 )+fj.i (¡,k+1 ))+rj2*Cj.i (k+1 .i);
end do
end do
j = j+1 ; go to Loop

transform the reflection coefficients to filter coefficients
set a(0) = 1;
do j = 1, p
a(j) = r(j);
end do
do j = 2. p
dok=1,^
q = a(k) + r(j)*a(j-k);
a(j-k) = a(j-k) + r(j)*a(k);
end do
end do
do j = 1 , p

dok=1,|
a(k) = q;
end do
end do

4.3

Frame Energy

This algorithm is to compute, quantize and interpolate the frame energy R(0).

Algorithm;

Qpmput^ framQ ^n^rgy R(0)
do n = p,NA-1
tempi+= s(n)*s(n);
temp2 += s(n-p)*s(n-p)
end do
tempi +temp2
=
2*(NA-p)

rnnvert to R(0) into dB relative to full .^cale value
RdB= 1 0 l o g i o ( ^ ) ;

nhnse transmifision code RO
set test = 0;
if RdB^-72
do n = 1, 32
max = |(R0-(RdB + 66)/2|;
if max > test
RO = n;

test = max;
end if
end do
end if
else
R0 = 0;

quantize RQ
if RO <> 0
Rq(0) = 25*10(2*R0-66)/10) ;

else
Rq(0) = 0;

interpolate quantized frame energy R^(0) for subframe
if subframe 1
R'q(O) = Rq(0)previous frame ;
if subframe 3 and 4
R'q(O) = Rq(0)current frame ;
if subframe 2
R'q(O) = VRq(0)previous frame*Rq(0)current frame

4.4

;

Interpolation of Filter Coefficients

Filter coefficients are interpolated for subframe processing. The fourth
subframe's coefficients do not need interpolation.

Alnorithm:

thP flrfit subframe

if the first subframe
do i = 0, p
at(i) = 0.75*am(i) + 0.25*a(i);
end do
subroutine: Transform_rfc(at, r);
check stability of the filter
do j = 1,p
if I rO) I >1
do i = 0, p
at(i) = am(i);
end do
subroutine: Transform_rfc(at, r);
end if
end do
end if

the second subframe
if the second subframe
do i = 0, p
at(i) = 0.5*am(i) + 0.5*a(i);
end do
subroutine: Transform_rfc(at, r);
phppk c^tflhilitv of the filter
do j = 1,p
if I r(j) I >1
if R'q(0)previous frame ^R'q(0)current frame

do i = 1, p
atQ) = am(j);
end do

end if
eise
do i = 1, p
at(j) = a(j);
end do
end eise
subroutine: Transfornfi_rfc(at, r);
end if
end do
end if

thQ third ?ut)fram$
if the third subframe
do i = 0, p
at(i) = 0.25*am(i) + 0.75*a(i);
end do
subroutine: Transform_rfc;
nhPckstabilitv of the filier
do j = 1 ,p
if I rü) I >1
do i = 0, p
at(i) = a(i);
end do
subroutine: Transform_rfc(at, r);
end if
end do
end if

The subroutine Transform_rfc transforms filter coefficients to the filter reflection
coefficients for filter stability checking.
Algorithm: Transform rfc:

do i = 1, p
r(i) = at (i);
end do
do j = 2,p
d o k = 1 . ^
temp - r(k)-r(p^2-i)-r(p+2-j-k).
t e m p - i.r(p+2-j)*r(p+2-j) '
riD+2 1 k^ - r(p+2-j-k)-r(p+2-j>r(k).
rip+^-j-K)- i.r(p+2-j)*r(p+2-j) '
r(k) = temp;
end do
end do

4.5 Subframe Signal

Pre-Processing

Before the evaluation of the parameters, the subframe input signal is obtained
from the weighted input minus the zero input response of the weighted
synthesis filter. The algorithm to obtain this signal is presented below.

Algorithm:

all-zero filterino
do n= 0, N-1
y1(n) = (1+
end do

P
i=1

all-DQle tittering

do n= 0,N-1
y2(n) =

J

(n);

= 0.8

1 +
\=0

end do

compute the zero input response of the weighted synthesis filter
do i = 0,N-1
if i< p-1
I = P-1;
i = i;
do k = i + 1,p
y3(i) += -atG+1K(i+i)-wm(i);
I - ; j++;
end do
j = ';
do k = 1, i
z[i]+= -at(kH(H)^y3(j-1);

end do
y3(i) = z(i) + y3(i)
end if
else
j = i;
do k = 1 ,p
y3[i] += -at(k)*Xk^y3(j-1);
H

end do
end else
end do
subtract the zero input response of the weighted synthesis filter
do i = 0,N-1
p(i) = y2(i)-y3(i);
end do

4.6

Computation of the Lag

This procedure searches the lag from the past coded of the excitation signal.

Algorithm;

set max = 0;
do L = 0,127
do n = O.N-1
zp(n) = M(n+L);
nnmpute the zero state resoonse of MzJX) to zp(n)
subroutine: ZSRH(zp,zsr);
end do

<;parnh for the lag
do n = 0, N-1
GL+= zsr(n)*zsr(n);
CL += zsr(n)*p(n);
end do
if G L <>0

CrCL
test= Qj^

if test >max and CL >0
max = test;
lag = L;
end if
end if
else lag = 128;
end do
congtruct th9 ?9if excitatlQP gignai bKn)
d o n = 0,N-1
bl(n) = M(lag+n);
end do

The subroutine ZSRH(X, Y) determines the zero state response of the filter
k(zlX). Two parameters passing through the subroutine are X(n), the input of
the filter and Y(n), which is the zero state response of A(z/^). The values of Y(n)
are calculated within the subroutine and passed back to the main program.

Algorithm:

d o n = 0,N-1
j = n;
do k = 1 ,k<n and k<p
Y(n) += -at(khY(j-1);

end do
Y(n) = X(n)+Y(n);
end do

4.7 The VSELP Codebook Search

The codebook excitation search algorithm determines which of the M bit
codebook excitations is the best match to the input signal. The two codebook
search procedures are almost identical except for the process of vector
orthogonalization. k = 1 stands for codebook 1 while k = 2 is codebook 2.

4.7.1 Codebook 1 Searching

The zero state response of A ( z A ) should be computed for both the self
excitation signal bl(n) and codebook basis vector Vkm(n) due to the state match
with input signal. The self excitation signal and the codebook excitation have to
be orthogonalized to each other.

Algorithm;

compute the zero state response of /KizIVs to self excitation bl(n)
subroutine: ZSRH(bl, c'o);

rnmpiite zero statP re.gponse of

MTIJCS

to basis vector Vkmfnl

subroutine: ZSRH(vkm, qszk);

^rthn^nnalize aszj^^nbv.n^ to c'^^n^ for codebnnk 1. resultino in Cifnbv.n)
do n = O.N-1
arma += Co(nh c'o(n);
end do
do bit = 0, M-1
do n = 0, N-1
cit (bit) +=c'o(n)* qzsi(bit,n) ;

end do
end do
do bit = 0, M-1
do n = 0, N-1
'

-

arnfia
end do
end do

The codevector chosen is the one which maximizes equation (2.6.3.4) in
section 2.6.3. In order to reduce the number of computations involved in
updating this equation, R(bit) and D(i,j) are introduced taking into account the
properties of the VSELP codebook construction. The algorithm to obtain R( bit)
and D(i,j) is as follows:

Algorithm:

calculate R (bit)
do bit = 0, M-1
do n = 0, N-1
R(bit) += qk(bit,n)*p(n);
end do
R(bit) =

M

:

end do

QQicuiatg Pf'.i)
do I = 0 , M-1
do j = 0, M-1
do n = 0, N-1

D(iJ)+= qk(i,n)*qk(j,n);
end do
D(i j) = 4-D(i,j);
end do
end do
The algorithm below initializes C\ and Gj in equation (2.6.3.4) section 2.6.3
when codeword is zero.

Algorithm:

set max = 0;
do bit = 0, M-1
Ci+=R(bit);
tempi+=D(bit,bit);
end do
Cj = "2 Q;
do bit = 0, M-1
do i = 0, bit-1
temp2+=D(i,bit);
end do
end do
Gi=;|*temp1 + ^ t e m p 2 ;
set pstcode = 0;
set pgcode = 0;
. .
CrCi
test = - g - .
if test >max
max = test;

if Ci <0
code vector = 127 ;
else
codevector = 0;
end if

The algorithm below updates Cj and Gj when searching for the best codevector
and reduces updating complexity by means of the Binary Gray code, R(bit) and
D(i,j).

Algorithm;

do codeword = 1, 63
update Cji Qj
set tempi = 0 ;
set temp2 = 0 ;
subroutine: Transform_b_bg(codeword, bgcode) ;
look current bit in position, v. which is different from previous one
do bit = 0, M-1
if pstcode exclusive OR bgcode = 2bit
V = bit;
end do
if bit in position v is zero
C| = CrR(v);
do j = 0, v-1
if bit in j position is zero
tempi = tempi+D(j,v);
else
end do

tempi = tempi-D(j,v);

do j = v+1, M-1
if bit in j position is zero
temp2 = temp2+D(v,j);
else

temp2 = temp2-D(v,j);

end do
Gj = Gi+tennp1 + temp2 ;
end if
else
Cj = Cj+R(v);
do j = 0, v-1
if bit in j position is zero
tempi = tempi-D(j,v);
else

tempi = tempi+D(j,v);

end do
do j = v+1, M-1
if bit in j position is zero
temp2 = temp2-D(v,j);
else

temp2 = temp2+D(vj);

end do
Gi = Gi+temp1+temp2 ;
end else

.qparnh for befit codevector
test= Q.. ,
if test >max
max = test;
if Ci<0
codevector = ones complement of bgcode;
else

codevector = bgcode;
end if

update bqçQde
pstcode = bgcode;
end do

This algorithm constructs codebook excitation Ck(n) and codebook 1 weighted
codevector c'i(n).

Algorithm;

set Ck(n) = c'i(n) = 0;

k = 1,2

do i = 0, M-1
if bit in position i is zero
do n = 0, N-1
Ck(n) += -Vkm(i,n);
c'1(n) += -qzsi(i,n);
end do
end if
else
do n = 0. N-1
Ck(n) += VkmO.n);
c'1(n) += qzsi(i,n);
end do
end else
end do

This algorithm constructs the first codebook orthogolized filtering codevector
qm(n). Note this part only computes for codebook 1.

Algorithm:

do i = 0, M-1
if bit in position i is zero
do n = 0, N-1
qm(n) += -qi(i,n);
end do
end if
else
do n = 0, N-1
qm(n) += qi(i,n);
end do
end else
end do

The subroutine Transform_b_bg(X,Y) transforms a M = 7 bit X binary number to
a Y binary Gray code which has the special property that successive words
differ in one bit position.

Algorithm;

if bit in position M-1 (MSB) of X is zero
bgc(M-1) = 0;
else

bgc(M-1) = 2M-i;

d o i = M-1,1
if bit in position i of X is zero AND bit in position ¡-1 of X is zero

O R bit in position i of X is one A N D bit in position i-1 of X is one
bgc(i-1) = 0;
else

bgc(i-1) = 2i-">;

end do
s e t Y = 0;
doi = M-1,0
Y += bgc(i);
end do

4.7.2

Codebook 2 Searching

A s stated in Chapter 2, searcliing codevectors in tlie second codebook
employs the same algorithm as in the first codebook, except for the procedure
of vector orthogonalization. The orthogonalization procedure for the second
codebook is as follows:

Algorithm;

orthogonalize qsz^fnbv.n) to cWnV resulting in anfn)
do n = 0,N-1
arma += Co(n)* Co(n);
end do
do bit = 0, M-1
do n = 0, N-1
cit (bit) += c'o(n)* qzs2(bit.n) ;
end do
end do
do bit = 0, M-1
do n = 0, N-1

qn(bit,n) = qzs2(bit,n) - ^
^ *c'o(n);
arma
end do
end do

orthoaonaljze qn(nbv.n) to qmfnV resulting in q^fn)
do n = 0,N-1
arma += qm(n)* qm(n);
end do
do bit = 0, M-1
do n = 0, N-1
dt (bit) += qm(n)* qn(bit,n);
end do
end do
do bit = 0. M-1
do n = 0, N-1
q2(bit,n) = qn(bit,n) - | ^ q m ( n ) ;
end do
end do

4.8 Computing and Quantizing Gain Factors

The gain factors B, r^ and r2. are transformed to GS, PO and PI for quantization.
Each vector from the { GS, PI, PO } codebook is evaluated in terms of the total
squared-error. The codebook entry which has the minimum error is chosen for
transmission.

Algorithm:

compute the correlation

do n = 0, N-1
Rcc(O.O)

= c'o(n)c'o(n));

Rcc(1,1)+= c'i(n)c'i(n);
Rcc(2.2)

+= c'2(n)c'2(n);

Rcc(0.1)+= c'o(n)c'i(n);
Rcc(0.2)

+= c'o(n)c'2(n);

Rcc(1.2)

+= c'i(n)C2(n);

Rpc(O)

+= p(n)c'o(n);

Rpc{1)+= P(n)c'i(n);
Rpc(3)

+= P(n)c'2(n);

Rx(0) += Co(n)Co(n);
Rx(1)+= ci(n)ci(n);
Rx(2) += C2(n)C2(n);
np

RS=NR'q(0)n(1-rf);
i=0

I

pg

b = 2Rpc(1)\^;
c = 2Rpc(2)->/^;
VRX{0)RX(1) '
^
®

2Rnn(0,2)RS.
V Rx(0)Rx(2) '

^ ^ 2Rcc(1,2)RS .
•\/RX(1)RX(2) '

R^n(0.0)RS

9 =

Rx(0)

•

.

Rccd.DRS.
Rx(l)
'
i
Rcc(2.2)RS.
'Rx(2)
'

end do

compute squared error for each vector in {GS. PQ.P1 } codebook
set min = 0;
do i = 0,255

E = Rpp-aVGSP0-bVGSP1 -CVGS(1 -P0-P1 )+dGSVP0P1
+eGSVP0(1 -P0-P1 )+fGSV P1 (1-P0-P1 )
+gGSP0+hGSP1 +iGS(1 -P0-P1 );
if E<min
min = E;
chosenvector = {GS, PO, P1};
end if
end do

Chapter

5

Computational

Algorithm

of

the

VSELP

Decoder

Many of the computing algorithms used in the encoder also apply to the
decoder. This chapter only deals with those algorithms which are not presented
in the encoder.

5.1

Confiputing gain factors B, ri, r2 from GS, PO, P1

Transmission codes G S , PO and P1 after receiving by the decoder should be
converted to the gain factors for excitation signal construction.

Algorithm;

compute B. r^ and r^

if lag_code is nonzero
RSGSPO.
\
Rx(0) '
^/RSGSP1
V
Rx(1) '
./RSGSd-PO-pl)
=^
R,(2)
end if
else
13 = 0 ;
^/RSGSP1
V
Rx(1) '
. / R^S(1-P0-P1)
=^
R,(2)
end else

5,2 Short Term Synthesis Filter

The aim of this program is to produce synthetic speech Y(i). X(i) is the input
signal to the filter.

Algorithm;

do i = 0,N-1
if i < p-1
l = p-1;
j = i;
do k = i+1,p
Y(i) += -atG+1)*wm(l);
I - ; j++;
end do
j = i;
do k = 1, i
z[i] += -at(k)*Y(j-1);

H
end do
Y(i) = X(i)+z(i)+Y(i);
end if
else
j = ";
do k = 1 ,p
Y[i] += -at(khY(j-1);

H
end do
Y(i) = X(i)+Y(i);

end else
if ¡ > N-p
wm(n) = Y(i);
n++ ;
end if
end do

Chapter 6

The VSELP Coder Verification Schemes

The correctness of the computing algorithm is of major concern for a complex
algorithm such as the VSELP. If poor quality speech is produced by the
algorithms without verification, it will be ambiguous as to whether the poor
quality is due to the performance of the coder or the algorithm implementation.
Verification of the implementation is therefore necessary. This chapter provides
information about testing schemes which have been designed to help in the
verification of the VSELP simulation.

6.1

A Testing Scheme for Verifying Short Term Filter
Implementation

A short term MR synthesis filter which derives its output from past outputs and
the current input, produces the synthetic speech output. Therefore, verification
of the IIR filter is important to guarantee correct speech synthesis. Two aspects
of the IIR filter need to be verified; filter implementation and filter memory
handling. The amount of filter memory related to the order of the filter for the
subframe has to be preserved for the next subframe. The configuration of the
testing scheme for verifying IIR filter implementation and correct filter memory
handling is as follows:

FIR

filter

A(z)
input signal

IIR

filter

1/A(z)
output signal

Figure 6.1 Filter Implementation and Memory Handling Test Configuration

An all-zero FIR filter Is cascaded with an all-pole IIR filter, both having the same
filter coefficients and same filter order. Since the all-zero FIR filter is the inverse
form of the all-pole IIR filter, it can be predicted that any input sequence to the
all-zero filter will produce the same output sequence from the all-pole filter on
the condition that the algorithm for the filter implementation is correct including
filter memory manipulation. Using this testing scheme in the VSELP coder, the
result obtained is as expected, which verifies the correctness of the algorithm
for both filter implementation and filter memory handling.

6.2

Testing Scheme for Verifying the Self Excitation Sequence
Search

The long term predictive filter searches the self excitation sequence in terms of
lag from the past coded excitation. The lag producing an excitation signal that
yields the minimum squared-error compared with the input signal is used to
define the self excitation signal. The speech quality is heavily dependent on the
self excitation sequence. The algorithm which searches for the appropriate lag
plays an important role in the success of the coder implementation.

Long Term Predictor

A(z)
signal

residua
signal

error

Figure 6.2 Test Configuration for the Self Excitation Search

Given the testing configuration in Figure 6.2, the residual signal output from the
all-zero filter is used as the testing sequence. It splits into two branches; one

serves as the past coded excitation signal being searched by the long term
predictor, another serves as the input signal being compared by the output of
the long term predictor.

Since one frame consists of 4 subframes, it can be predicted that the lag
obtained from the first subframe which produces the perfect self excitation
sequence will be 0, as well as the second, third, and fourth subframes being 40,
80, 120 respectively. Since the self excitation signal is the perfect match of the
input signal, the pitch coefficient will be 1. Using this testing scheme in the
coder, the algorithm Implementation is correct if the results are as expected.

6.3

Testing Scheme for Verifying the Codebook Excitation
Searches

The residual signal after spectral whitening is modelled by two orthogonalized
codebook excitations. To test the algorithm used for computing the codebook
excitation signal, a testing scheme is shown in Figure 6.3.

A(z)
input
signal

design basic
vector sequences

search
codevector

construct
codebook
excitation

residual
signal

error

Figure 6.3 Testing Configuration for the Codebook Search

An important aspect of the codebook excitation search testing scheme is to
design appropriate testing basic vectors. Basic testing vectors have to be

created such that the outcome of the test scheme can be predicted by theory.
One convenient way is to use the residual signal obtained from the FIR analysis
filter. Note that in the VSELP coder, 7 basic vectors consisting of 40 samples
each could construct 128 different patterns (see chapter 2, section 2.6). For
simplicity, we will only use 4 basic vectors in the testing scheme which can also
reflect accurately the correctness of the algorithm. The basic vectors for two
codebooks are constnjcted from the residual signals as shown in Figure 6.4.
residual signals
J_LJJ_1 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 M

0

39

codebook 1

codebook 2

Mill III Mini III
0
basic vector 1

19

0
4
basic vector 2
Mill
0
5
9
basic vector 3
10

20 24
basic vector 2

19

20
25 29
basic vector 3

19

14

39

20

30

34

39

basic vector 4

Mill

II III
15

J—

19

Mill

basic vector 4
0

39

INI

nil

0

20
basic vector 1

: samples

19

20

35

39

• zero

Figure 6.4 Testing Basic Vectors Construction

As depicted in Figure 6.4, it is clear that the first 5 samples in basic vector 1 of
the first codebook are filled with the first 5 residual signals while the rest of the

samples in the basic vector remain zero. The basic vector 2 is occupied by
another set of 5 residual samples, so is basic vector 3 and 4 for codebook 1
and 4 basic vectors for codebook 2.

Since 4 basic vectors are used, the choice of combining 4 basic vectors will
give 16 codebook entries. Examining the way in which the basic vectors are
constructed, it follows that only when the codebook excitation is constructed by
accumulating 4 basic vectors together will it yield the minimum squared-error
compared with the residual signal. The result is that 15 is chosen. Since basic
vectors for codebook 2 are constructed in the same way as codebook 1 and
since the 8 basic vectors are orthogonalized to each other, it is predicted that
the codevector of the second codebook will also be 15.

The residual signal is spilt into 8 basic vectors, each with 5 samples each. The
sum of the gain factor ri for codebook 1 and gain factor rz for codebook 2
should be 1.

Using this testing scheme to verify the VSELP coder simulation produces
correct results.

Chapter

7 Comparison

Study

of

the

"FLAT

"

And

"AUTOCORRELATION" IPC Algorithms
7.1 introduction

•near prediction tecliniques are widely used in representing the short term
spectral characteristics of speech. One important advantage of these
techniques is that a very small number of parameters are required to accurately
represent the short term spectral characteristics of speech. These parameters
will be referred to as the filter coefficients. Since the filter coefficients reflect the
spectrum of speech, estimation of the filter coefficients becomes significantly
important. Numerous methods have been proposed for obtaining filter
coefficients with different degrees of success. One approach for determining the
coefficients is the Autocorrelation method (AUTO) proposed by Markel and
Gray [20]. This method consists of two steps; computing a matrix of correlation
values and solving a set of linear equations. Another class of method based on
the lattice stmcture of the A(z) and 1/A(z) filters exists. This method, such as the
FLAT algorithm, performs a combination of the above two steps in a recursive
algorithm. The major difference between the two methods is that in the lattice
method the filter coefficients are obtained directly from the speech samples
without an intermediate calculation of an autocorrelation function. The lattice
method is guaranteed stable and does not require an analysis window.
Analysis windows have a low pass filter characteristic which introduces
distortion to the LPC spectrum. Hence it is expected that the lattice method will
be capable of superior LPC analysis. It is certain that the lattice formulation has
become an important and viable approach to the implementation of linear
predictive analysis. In this chapter, a comparison between two algorithms, the
Autocorrelation (AUTO) and the FLAT algorithm used in the VSELP coder is

undertaken. One male utterance is used for the purpose of intention
performance between two algorithms.

7.2

Error Energy Signal

In Linear Prediction, the error energy sequence { e2(n)} as shown in Figure 7.1
is obtained by filtering the original signal through an analysis FIR filter
P
A(z)= X aiZ"' The sum of error energy signal is calculated as follows:
n=o
N

E=10Logio(r| X e 2 ( n ) )
n=0

(7.2.1)

The absolute mean value of the error sequence e(n) is given by
N

mean=10 L o g i o X l ® ( " ) l
n=0

(7.2.2)

N: total samples in the speech

input signal s(n)

error signal e(n)

Figure 7.1 Error signal from FIR filter

An utterance " glue the sheet to the dark blue background" is passed through a
FIR filter A(z) whose coefficients are predicted by the FLAT and the
Autocorrelation algorithms respectively. The sum of the error energy for the
whole utterance is shown in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Error energy signal for the FLAT and the AUTO algorithms

Algorithm

error energy (dB)

mean (dB)

FLAT

-32.53933

0.001201

AUTO

-32.187824

0.002299

The error signal from the analysis FIR filter is the whitened version of the input
speech, removing the correlation between the signals. The error signal energy
should ideally be as small as possible. Table 7.1 indicates that the FLAT
algorithm yields smaller values for both error energy signal and mean value.
Thus the FLAT algorithm has a better performance in terms of prediction error.

7.3

Investigation

of

LPC Algorithm

with

Typical

Voiced

and

Unvoiced Sounds

By searching through the whole utterance frame by frame (160 samples per
frame), a typical voiced frame and a typical unvoiced frame are chosen. The
error energy signal for the frames are obtained by filtering the signals through a
FIR using the coefficients estimated by the FLAT, and the coefficients estimated
by the Autocorrelation algorithm. The results are compared in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2 Error energy signal for voiced and unvoiced frame

Frame

Algorithm

Error energy (dB)

Voiced

FLAT

0.1741575

AUTO

0.2553135

FLAT

0.000787

AUTO

0.001087

Unvoiced

It is obvious that the FLAT algorithm always gives a smaller value for both the
typical voiced frame or typical unvoiced frame. Hence the FLAT algorithm
appears to be superior in terms of error energy for both voiced and unvoiced.

The frequency response of the spectrum using the two methods is shown in
Figure 7.2. The spectrum using the FLAT algorithm has sharper peaks which
demonstrates superior spectral modelling compared with the Autocorrelation
algorithm. The frequency response spectrum shows that the FLAT algorithm is
able to represent the speech behaviour more accurately.

7,4

Complexity

A key factor in the choice of the algorithm is computational complexity. The
degree of complexity should be as low as possible to reduce the computational
time. With regards to error energy signal and speech spectrum, the FLAT
algorithm has better performance. The complexity of each of the two algorithms
performed on model IBM AT is analysed below.

FLAT algorithm:

average runing time: 550 millisecond/frame
the number of multiplications and divisions: 1990
the number of accumulations and subtractions: 10046

complexity = {( 1990+10046) + 10%overhead }*(frame per second)
= {(1990+10046) +10%(1990+10046)1*50
= 661980 IPS
= 0.66 MIPS

m
3
<D
-o
D

4—1
•i-H

'Hh

1.5

2

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 7.2 Comparisons of voiced spectrums using the FLAT and AUTO algorithms

Autocorrelation algorithm:

average runing time: 350 millisecond/frame
the number of multiplication and division: 1482
the number of accumulation and subtraction: 10052

complexity = {( 1482+10052) + 10%overhead }*(frame per second)
= {(1482+10052) +10%(1482+10052)^50
= 634370 IPS
= 0.63 MIPS
IPS-instruction/sec

The complexities of two algorithms are comparable.

In summary, the error energy signal obtained by the FLAT algorithm is
approximately 0.3 dB less than that of the AUTO algorithm measured over an
utterance, and the LPC spectrum of a typical voiced frame and a typical
unvoiced frame show more detail. Since the complexity of the two algorithms is
comparable, it leads one to the conclusion that the performance of the FLAT
algorithm is superior to the AUTO algorithm for the Linear Prediction analysis.

Chapter 8 Design of a Low Bit Rate Codec for Mobile
Satellite

Communications

8.1 introduction

Mobile satellite communication is a new communication field which uses a
satellite channel for direct communication with mobile terminals [15]. Such a
system could offer dramatic improvement in communication services over
traditional terrestrial fixed communication systems. However, to make mobile
satellite services technically feasible, the satellite must provide sufficient
radiated power in the direction of the desired coverage area. Effective radiated
power depends on several factors. Low gain antennas would cause high Bit
Error Rate (BER) in the information being transmitted by the satellite. The
frequencies transmitted by the satellite are relatively high in order to provide
good portable coverage and penetrate buildings well. The disadvantage of
such high frequencies is that shadowing by obstacles in the transmission path
can be a problem. Even leafy trees are opaque at this frequency while valleys,
hills and mountains can cause significant gaps in coverage. In addition, a
fading due to multipath effects exists [15].

In recent years mobile satellite communication has been rapidly developed and
undergone changes arising not only from advancing technology but also from
new service offerings and regulatory activities. As the communications industry
grows more competitive, the need to transmit bandwidth efficient digital speech
over expensive transmission channels is becoming apparent. One strategy to
ease the demanding bandwidth is to make more efficient use of transmission
channels by compressing the information being transmitted. One way of
achieving such a goal is to use a low bit rate, robust coding system to transmit
speech information.

The analysis-by-synthesis coder in the form of CELP has been a most
promising coding scheme for low bit rate coding [5] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]. As
discussed in previous chapters, the standard VSELP using a self excitation
sequence and two excitation codebooks operates at 7950 bits per second. The
synthetic speech has a typical SNR of around 10 dB, indicating that the VSELP
produces good quality speech. It is proposed that the standard VSELP can be
modified by lowering the bit rate. However, problems occur as to what extent
the bit rate of the coder can be lowered at the expense of quality, and what
methodologies should be used.

8.2 Strategies for Lowering the Bit Bate of the VSELP Coder

The standard VSELP coder operates at 7950 bits per second (bps), transmitting
159 bits per frame (20 ms) with a sample rate of 8 KHz. The standard VSELP
consists of three basic functions; 1) filter coefficient estimation, 2) search for the
self excitation sequence, 3) codebook excitation search. The filter coefficients
for the linear prediction filter are transmitted for each frame in the form of
reflection coefficients which are coded using 38 bit non-uniform scalar
quantization. The self excitation sequence characterized by the lag is found by
searching an adaptive codebook which is defined by the past output of the long
term filter states. The lag which is varied from 40 to 167 is represented by 7 bits
per subframe. Two codebooks are used in the standard VSELP, each
consisting of M=7 predefined basis vectors. Codevectors constructed as a
linear combination of the M basis vectors are coded with 7 bits. The codebook
excitation is chosen from 2 ^ codevectors using the minimum squared
prediction error criteria (MSPE). The excitation signal in the coder, being the
sum of the self excitation signal and the two codebook excitations, should be
compared with the input signal to obtain the optimum gain factors. The gain
factor and the pitch coefficient for the self excitation signal are jointly quantized

with two codebook excitation gain factors using an 8 bits vector quantizer. In
order to reduce the dynamic range of the gain factors to be transmitted, frame
energy which is used to evaluate the energy contributed by the self excitation
sequence and the two codebook excitations is coded with 5 bits per frame.

Considering that predefined quantization values are given for the reflection
coefficients, as well as the gain factors in the standard VSELP specification, the
number of bits allocated to these two parameters will be left intact, remaining
the characteristic of the predefined values. The bit rate manipulations in the
other aspects of the coder and the resulting quality is discussed in detail in the
following section.

8.2.1 Codebook Excitation Manipulation Scheme

The standard VSELP utilizes two 7 bits codebooks to model the residual signal
after spectral whitening. The size of the codebooks in terms of bits in the
codevector is one important factor relating to the quality of the speech. The
quality performance of the coder contributed by the codebook excitations can
be examined by gradually reducing the codebook sizes. Table 8.1 presents the
objective results for the coder verses number of bits in the codevector.

Figure 8.1 and table 8.1 show the relationship between the speech quality,
represented by SNRSEG (segment signal to noise ratio) and the number of bits
used in the codevector. It can be seen that the quality of the coder increases
with the size of the codebook. In other words, to achieve a suitably low bit rate
coder by only reducing the codebook size will lead to unacceptable speech
quality degradation.

Table 8.1 Objective results of coder verses number of bits in the codevector

SNRSEG(dB)

number of bits

actual bit rate (bps)

7

10.160261

7995

6

7.444800

7550

5

6.422915

7150

4

5.279124

6750

3

4.535540

6350

2

3.930848

5950

1

2.605677

5550

Since two codebooks are used in the standard VSELP, another approach for
lowering the bit rate is to remove one of the codebooks. Since one codebook
has been removed, modification must be made to the standard VSELP coder to
accommodate the change. The modifications referred to the standard VSELP
are as follows.

a) modification of pitch coefficient, B and codebook gain factor, r, in the encoder

Equation (2.1.3.3.2.6.5-2), page 2-34 is modified as:
N-1

E= I e 2 ( n )
n=0
N-1

= X(p{n)-Bc'0(n)-rc'i(n))2
n=0

(8.1.1)

Equation (2.1.3.3.2.6.5.1-5 to 9), page 2-35 are modified as:
P0 =

ì32Rx(0) .
R
'

(8.1.2)
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Figure 8.1 Objective speech quality as a function of codebook size

(8.1.3)

RSGSPO
Rx(0)

(8.1.4)

^/RSGSd-PO)
" V
Rx(1 )

(8.1.5)

Table 8.2 shows speech quality for using codebook 1, codebook 2 and an
average codebook only for one 4 second male utterance. The average
codebook is created dividing the sunfi of codebook 1 and codebook 2 by 2. It
seems that codebook 1 gives better performance than codebook 2 and the
average codebook shows the average performance of two codebooks.
However, further investigation using different speech material suggests that this
is not actually the case. The two codebooks compensate for each other
depending on the utterance used.

Table 8.2 Objective results of the codebook

SNRSEG (dB)

actual bit rate (bps)

codebook 1

6.843673

6550

codebook 2

5.710232

6550

average

6.106546

6550

codebook

By removing one of the codebooks in the standard VSELP coder, the bit rate
can be reduced by 1445 bits per second. The trade off is a slight degradation
in the speech quality.

8.2.2 Speech Frame Length Manipulation Scheme

The self excitation sequence is characterized by the lag which normally ranges
from 40-167 samples represented by 7 bits in order to produce good quality
speech. The quality of the speech is shown to degrade significantly when the
lag range is reduced less than 7. In the standard VSELP, 7 bits are used to
code with the lag, making it impossible to reduce the bits in lag for the purpose
of lowering the bit rate while attempting to retain reasonable quality. Since
reducing the size of the codebook also causes the speech quality to
deteriorate, a new approach is attempted by changing the length of the frame
and varying the number of subframes per frame. Schemes 1 to 3 have been
designed to exploit the speech quality corresponding to various frame lengths
and different numbers of subframes per frame. Note that one of the codebooks
has been removed from the coder as previously discussed.

Scheme 1 :

Considering the fact that a 20 to 30 ms speech frame is to be stationary, thus
the frame length is increased from 20 ms to 30 ms (160 to 240 samples) with
subframe length remaining 5 ms ( 40 samples ). One frame now consists of 6
subframes. Since the length of the frame has been increased, the bits allocated
for spectrum estimation over one frame will be reduced from 1900 bps to 1267
bps. The filter coefficients should be linearly interpolated for each of the 6
subframes instead of the 4 subframes in the standard VSELP, so is the frame
energy. The necessary modifications to the standard VSELP coder are as
follows:

Equation (2.1.3.3.2.4.6-1), page 2-19 are modified as:

a

1
'

for subframe 1

(8.2.2.1)

for subframe 2

(8.2.2.2)

current

for subframe 3

(8.2.2.3)

previous + ^ ^ i current

for subframe 4

(8.2.2.4)

for subframe 5

(8.2.2.5)

for subframe 6

(8.2.2.6)

previous +

current

' - ^ Q j previous + 2

a
a

' - ^ « i previous

-2

-

3

current

4

5
Si -

previous + ^ ^ i current

3i = ai current

Equation (2.1.3.3.2.5-1), page 2-35 are modified as:

R'q(O) = Rq(0)previous

for subframe 0,1

(8.2.2.7)

R'q(O) = Rq(0)current

for subframe 3,4,5

(8.2.2.8)

Rq(0) — V Rq(0)previousRq(0)current

fO'' subframe 2

(8.2.2.9)

Scheme 2:

The frame length is 30 ms which is spilt into 4 subframes with 60 samples in
each subframe. The bits using to code with lag is increased from 7 bits to 8 bits.

Equation (2.1.3.3.2.6.6-1), page 2-45 are modified as:

r(n) = r(n+60)

for -255 < n <-60

(8.2.2.10)

r(n) = ex(n+60)

for -59 < n <-1

(8.2.2.11)

Scheme 3:

The frame length is 30 ms and is divided into 5 subframes with 48 samples per
subframe. The lag is coded with 8 bits. The modification to the standard VSELP
coder are as follows

Equation (2.1.3.3.2.4.6-1), page 2-19 are modified as:

aj = 0.8*ai previous +0.2*ai current

for subframe 1

(8.2.2.12)

aj = 0.6*aj previous +0.4*ai current

for subframe 2

(8.2.2.13)

aj = 0.4*ai previous +0.6*aj current

for subframe 3

(8.2.2.14)

aj = 0.2*ai previous +0.8*aj current

for subframe 4

(8.2.2.15)

ai = ai current

for subframe 5

(8.2.2.16)

Equation (2.1.3.3.2.5.3-1), page 2-20 are modified as:

R'q(O) = Rq(0)previous

for subframe 1

(8.2.2.17)

R'q(O) = Rq(0)current

for subframe 3,4,5

(8.2.2.18)

Rq(0) — V Rq(0)previousRq(0)current

for subframe 2

(8.2.2.19)

The objective results in terms of SNR and SNRSEG and the total bit rate of the
coder for these three schemes are compared in Table 8.3 for one male
utterance.
Table 8.3 Comparison study of 3 schemes

scheme 1

scheme 2

scheme 3

SNR (dB)

6.135144

3.67257

4.587629

SNRSEG (dB)

6.470898

4.22917

5.139617

5833

4450

5267

bit rate (bps)

8.2.3 Combinatorial Manipulation Scheme

Although the bit rate of the coder in schemes greatly reduce, the quality of the
speech degrades significantly. With scheme 2, hissing and "vibration" in the

speech are audible. This is mainly due to the long speech frame length,
particularly the long subframe length. Also, predicting that the speech over a
30ms frame does not accurately model the speech spectrum, one way of
improving this is to attempt to match the excitation signal with the input signal
as closely as possible. This is done by increasing the number of bits used for
the lag and to increase the size of the codebooks.

Scheme 4:

The frame length is 30 ms (240 samples) which is divided into 4 subframes with
60 samples in each subframe. The objective results using different bit
allocations for the lag and codebook sizes, along with corresponding bit rate,
are presented in Table 8.4.

Table 8.4 Comparison study of three methods in scheme 4

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

lag=7 bits

lag=8 bits

lag=9 bits

codebook=11 bits codebook=11 bits codebook=11 bits
SNR (dB)

4.720357

4.868361

5.092390

S N R S E G (dB)

5.391000

5.550139

5.717262

4899

5033

5167

bit rate (bps)

Scheme 5:

The frame length is 22.5 ms (180 samples) which is divided into 3 subframes
with 60 samples per subframe. Eight bits are used to code the lag and 10 bits
are used to code the codevector. The modifications to the standard VSELP

coder are as follows. The objective results and its bit rate are shown in Table
8.6.

Equation (2.1.3.3.2.4.6-1), page 2-19 are modified as:
2
ai = ^ a j previous
1

1
current

for subframe 1

(8.2.2.20)

aj = ^ a j previous + ^ a j current

for subframe 2

(8.2.2.21)

ai = aj current

for subframe 3

(8.2.2.22)

2

Equation (2.1.3.3.2.5.3-1), page 2-20 are modified as:

R'q(O) = Rq(0)previous

for subframe 1

(8.2.2.23)

R'q(O) = Rq(0)current

for subframe 2,3

(8.2.2.24)

S c h e m e 6:

The frame length is 21 ms (168 samples) which is divided into 3 subframes with
56 samples per subframe. Eight bits are used to code the lag and 7 bits are
used to represent the codevector. The modification to the standard VSELP
coder is the same as for scheme 5. The objective results and its bit rate are
shown in Table 8.6.

S c h e m e 7:

The frame length is 28 ms (224 samples), which is divided into 4 subframes
with 66 samples in each subframe. Modifications to the standard VSELP coder
are the same as for scheme 4. Two methods are used in scheme 7. One is the

lag being coded with 8 bits with a codebook size of 11 bits, another is the lag
coded with 8 bits and codebook size of 10 bits.

Table 8.5 Objective results obtained using scheme 7

Method 1

Method 2

lag=8 bits

lag=8 bits

codebook=11 bits

codebook=10 bits

SNR (dB)

5.290087

5.024632

SNRSEG (dB)

6.129838

5.709127

5392

5249

bit rate (bps)

Scheme 8:

The frame length is 25 ms (200 samples) which is divided into 4 subframes with
50 samples in each subframe. The lag is coded using 7 bits with a 7 bits size
codebook. The objective results and its bit rate are shown in Table 8.6.

Equation (2.1.3.3.2.6.6-1), page 2-45 are modified as:

r(n) = r(n+50)

f o r - 1 9 9 < n <-50

(8.2.2.25)

r(n) = ex(n+50)

for -49 < n < -1

(8.2.2.26)

Scheme 9:

The frame length is 23.25 ms (186 samples) which is divided into 3 subframes
with 62 samples per subframe. Nine bits are used to code the lag and 10 bits

are used to represent the codevector. The modifications to the standard VSELP
coder are the same as for scheme 5.

The objective results in terms of SNR (dB) and SNRSEG (dB) and the total bit
rate of the coder for schemes 5,6,8,9 are compared in Table 8.6.

Table 8.6 Comparison study of 5 schemes

scheme 5

scheme 6

scheme 8

scheme 9

SNR (dB)

4.409639

4.354831

5.290087

4.633923

SNRSEG(dB)

5.355505

5.335156

6.129838

5.129485

5377

5333

5392

5240

bit rate(bps)

8.3 Conclusion

The standard VSELP operates at 7950 bps and produces good quality speech
which makes it a promising candidate for low bit rate applications.

The bits allocated to the filter coefficients and gain factors were left unchanged
to preserve the characteristic of their predefined quantization values. Several
schemes have been designed to manipulate the bit rate of the standard VSELP
coder. Firstly, the size of the codebook is varied. The objective results in Table
8.1 and informal subjective testing show that speech quality deteriorates
unacceptably along with decreasing codebook size. Thus, the bit rate of the
coder can not be reduced merely by decreasing the size of the codebook.
However, one of the codebooks can be removed with a slight degradation in
speech quality while saving 1400 bits per second as shown in Table 8.2.
Secondly, the length of the frame and the number of subframes within a frame

have been varied. Although the bit rate has been reduced significantly by
increasing the length of the frame, the reconstructed signal referring to Table
8.3 shows significant "hissing" and "vibration" due to long LPC spectrum length.
Further investigation indicates that this problem can be compensated for by
increasing the lag and the size of codebook to model the excitation signal more
accurately.

The speech quality of the 9 schemes tested for low bit coding have been
examined using the objective measurement and informal listening tests.
Method 3 in scheme 4 is regarded as the most appropriate low bit rate coder
developed. This coder has a frame length of 30ms divided into 4 subframes.
The lag is coded with 9 bits and a 11 bits codebook is used. This coder
produces the best quality speech at 5167 bps.

The modified coder will be used in the next chapter to examine its error
sensitivity in the mobile satellite channel.

Chapter 9

Error Sensitivity of the Modified VSELP Coder

9.1 introduction

Communication is the transfer or interchange of information. Terrestrial
communications face long distance communication constraints because they
require a physical path between terminals, e.g. wireless transmission such as
microwave radio. A satellite, by definition, is a secondary body in orbit about a
primary body. Satellites and communication systems based on satellites have
experienced phenomenal growth in recent years [13]. The most obvious and
unique characteristics of a satellite is that all signals in the network pass
through the satellite which is in sharp contrast to terrestrial communication
systems in which the natural topologies are a chain of repeater stations. Such
characteristics give satellites a wide-area coverage leading to applications in
transoceanic regional and national networks, making the distribution and
broadcasting of TV and radio programmes attractive and practical. Another
advantage of satellite communications is truly long-distance communication
without successive amplification stages such as the repeater stations used for
terrestrial communication. In other words, satellite communications allow for
transmission of microwave radio signals over large distances. It can
simultaneously link all users on the earth's surface and therefore provide
distance-insensitive point-to-multipoint communication.

9.2 Bit Error Sensitivity of the l\/lodified VSELP

Before discussing the bit error sensitivity of the coder, let us briefly review the
parameter specification of the low bit rate modified VSELP coder chosen from
method 3, scheme 4 in previous chapter.

This coder operates at 5167 bps within 30ms frame length. Each frame is split
into 4 equally sized subframes of 60 samples (7.5 ms). LPC parameters and
frame energy are estimated and transmitted once per frame, then interpolated
for each subframe. The lag for the self excitation and the codevector for the
codebook excitation are evaluated and transmitted for each subframe. The
parameters are quantized according to Table 9.1. The bit pattern of each frame
transmitted for the modified VSELP coder is shown in Table 9.2.

Table 9.1 Parameters for the 5167 bps modified VSELP coder

parameter

# values

bits/frame

bit/s

frame length

10

38

30ms

1266.65

Frame energy,R

1

5

30ms

166.67

Lag,L

4

36

30ms

1199.98

Codevector,!

4

44

30ms

1466.65

Gain factor, G

4

32

30ms

1066.65

LPC {rk}

Table 9.2 Bit pattern of each transmitted frame

bits

LPC

R

L

1

G

L

1

G

L

1

G

L

1

G

38

5

9

11

8

9

11

8

9

11

8

9

11

8

In a binary digital satellite communications, a satellite channel utilizes two
symbols for transmission, namely 0 and 1. The probability of delivering
erroneous bits is distributed randomly. Errors inherently exist in the channel
which change the encoded information and consequently lead to distortion in
the reconstructed signal. In order to assess the robustness of each parameter to
a satellite channel, the modified VSELP is separated into encoder and

decoder. A channel data file containing the quantizer indices for the various
parameters Is created by the encoder and transmitted through a simulated
channel. If errors do occur in certain bits, the received quantizer indices would
be changed causing an incorrect value to be selected from the quantization
table.

A diagram of error generation simulation is shown in Figure 9.1

Input speech

modified VSELP
encoder

channel data
file

random error
generation

channel data
file with error

modified VSELP
decoder
synthesized speech

Figure 9.1 Simulation procedure for insertion of bit errors

Once this simulation model has been established, the bit error sensitivity for
each parameter Is found by Inserting bit errors Into the parameter according to
its bit rate, leaving the remaining parameters unchanged. The effect of the error

is evaluated by measuring SNRSEG between the original signal and the signal
obtained with the perturbed parameter. It should be pointed out that the indices
represented by decimal number are transformed to Gray Code upon the
insertion of errors for partial protection against channel errors [9]. Table 9.3
shows the objective results obtained for each parameter verses bit error rate
(BER).

Table 9.3 Objective measurement SNRSEG(dB) verses BER for parameter

BER

10-1

10-2

10-3

10-4

LPC

2.59

4.85

5.66

5.72

Lag

2.32

4.92

5.55

5.72

Frame

1.55

5.39

5.72

5.72

Codevector

0.15

4.33

5.46

5.72

Gain factor

3.84

5.44

5.72

5.72

-2.09

2.21

5.13

5.72

energy

All

It is obvious that errors in the spectral Information, i.e the LPC coefficients can
easily cause the IIR synthesis filter to become unstable which could in turn
result in the coder breaking down. Correction of unstable filters is done by
simply replacing the unstable filter coefficients with the previous stable
coefficients.

The random bit error sensitivities of each parameter are represented in Figure
9.2. It can be seen that the different parameters vary in sensitivity. For BER
below 10-3 the speech quality is hardly affected by the introduction of errors in
each parameter while the total coder starts to deteriorate. The results also show

gain factor
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Figure 9.2 Objective speech quality as a function of bit error rate for parameter

that the gain factor is the most robust parameter and is able to resist errors
below 10-2 [4] [9].

Informal listening tests reveal that frame energy and LPC coefficients are the
most vulnerable parameters. They suffer from severe reductions in intelligibility
with large amplitude clicks and squeaks. The reason that these effects are not
shown in Figure 9.2 is that SNRSEG only measures the average quality of the
speech and can not reflect the sudden change in speech.

9.3 Burst Error Sensitivity of the modified VSELP

In certain communication channels errors are due to primarily impulsive noise
having large amplitude and relatively short duration. At very high transmission
rates, even a short noise pulse can effect a large number of bits, causing error
cluster in bursts. Burst errors prove far more serious than random errors since
large amounts of data are destroyed [9].

The burst error model being used is a Markov model developed by Australian
Telecom [3]. The objective measurements of the modified VSELP coder in the
channel are presented in Table 9.4.

Table 9.4 Objective results for the burst error channel

SNRSEG(dB)
without error
with error

10.16
3.13

Typical burst errors such as squeaks and bangs are easily detected by informal
listening tests, mainly due to errors in the L P C spectrum.

9.4 Bit Rate Sensitivity for Coder Data Classes

A s discussed in section 9.2, each parameter in the modified V S E L P coder
shows different sensitivities to channel errors, with the L P C coefficients and the
frame energy the most sensitive of the parameters. It would be useful to divide
155 bits speech coder frame information into two classes to exploit the
sensitivity of individual bits. Class 1 bits take the most significant bits of some
parameters while class 2 bits are the less significant bits of the parameter.
Table 9.5 describes the bit allocation among the classes of parameter bits for
the modified V S E L P coder. Twelve most significant bits from frame energy and
the L P C coefficients are also chosen from class 1 bits too.

Table 9.5 The modified V S E L P parameter class bit assignments

parameter

total bits

class 1 bits

class 2 bits

12 M S B

RO

5

4

1

3

LPC1

6

4

2

3

LPC2

5

3

2

2

LPC3

4

3

2

2

LPC4

4

2

2

1

LPC5

4

1

3

1

LPC6

3

0

3

0

LPC7

3

0

3

0

LPC8

3

0

3

0

LPC9

3

0

3

0

LPC10

2

0

2

0

Lag1

9

9

0

0

Codevectorl

11

0

11

0

Gain factorl

8

8

0

0

Lag 2

9

9

0

0

Codevector2

11

0

11

0

Gain factor2

8

8

0

0

Lag3

9

9

0

0

CodevectorS

11

0

11

0

Gain factors

8

8

0

0

Lag4

9

9

0

0

Codevector4

11

0

11

0

Gain factor4

8

8

0

0

Random error insertion procedures are applied to class 1 bits, class 2 bits and
12 most significant bits (MSB) of the class 1 bits respectively. The objective
measures based on male utterance versus different BER are presented in
Table 9.6.

Table 9.6 Objective results of classes

BER

10-1

5-10-2

10-2

5*10-3

10-3

class 1

-1.79

0.54

3.68

4.77

5.48

class 2

0.07

1.99

4.75

4.78

5.69

12 MSB

0.72

2.40

4.79

5.30

5.72

Figure 9.4 shows that the distortion due to bit errors in class 1 bits is most
severe with loud squeaks and bangs evident in the synthetic speech, next in bit
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Figure 9.4 Objective speech quality as a function of bit error rate for class bits

error sensitivity are the 12 most significant bits, then class 2 bits. There are
similar squeaks and bangs appearing in the 12 most significant bits, making its
quality more degenerative than the class 2 bits. It can be concluded that the 12
most significant bits are the most vulnerable bits in the class 1 bits. Note that the
effect of squeaks and bangs in 12 MSB could not be shown in objective
measures due to the average measurement property of S N R S E G . It is
suggested that error protection should be applied over the 12 most perceptually
significant bits for the class 1 bits of each frame while class 2 bits can be
transmitted without any error protection.

9.5 Conclusion

The modified V S E L P operating at 5167 bits per second has been tested for
robustness in a simulated random error channel. The codebook codevector
and gain factor are found to be the most robust of the parameters while the
short time spectrum represented by LPC coefficients and the frame energy are
identified as the most sensitive of the parameters by informal listening tests,
exhibiting large squeaks and bangs at BER higher than 10-2. The effects of
such large squeaks and bangs could not be related by objective measures
because S N R S E G does not reflect the sudden 'spike' in the speech waveform.
In order to further investigate the individual sensitivity of each parameter, the
155 bit speech frame is divided into class 1 bits, class 2 bits and 12 MSB. The
class 1 bits are found to be far more sensitive than the class 2 bits. Among the
bits in class 1 bits, the 12 most significant bits from frame energy and the LPC
coefficients are the most sensitive bits in the class 1. It can be concluded that
these 12 most significant bits require error protection. In this chapter, burst error
sensitivity is also investigated. The objective and subjective results reflect the
serious distortion in speech in terms of squeaks and bangs, indicating the need
for error masking techniques.

Chapter 10 Error Masking Scheme in Satellite Channel
Coding

10.1 Introduction

The transmission of information over a satellite communication system always
results in some degradation in the quality of information. Noise interference and
distortion on a satellite channel will on occasion confuse the data receiving
process coder, causing bits to be misread. There are techniques for preparing
the data prior to transmission in order to control errors for the satellite channel.
One technique is to add extra redundant bits to the data stream which can
predict when an error occurs in the data and also point to the particular bit or
bits that have been corrupted. However there is a trade off between the number
of redundant bits and the rate at which information is sent over the channel. The
loss of communication capacity is traded for a guaranteed low error rate. To
overcome such an obstacle, a new error masking scheme using an interleave
technique which suppress channel errors without requiring extra redundant bits
to detect errors has emerged. If errors occur in several consecutive bits,
especially in the most sensitive bits such as LPC, the speech quality could be
severely damaged. The interleave technique uses a pseudo-random
interleaver to scramble the encoded speech data into a random pattern over
two time slots with speech data from adjacent speech frames before
transmission [2]. The effects of the adjacent or nearly adjacent errors can thus
be greatly reduced by such an effect. A deinterleaver before the decoder
restores the speech data.

10.2 Proposed interleave Error Masking Scheme
The modified VSELP coder is used. The speech data is separated into class 1
and class 2 bits as in section 9.4. The order, i, of the bits are placed into class 1
bits array, C1[i], in a scramble pattern is indicated in Table 10.1 with 5 zero
tailing bits in CL1[i].

Table 10.1 Bit ordering into class 1 array

order i

parameter

bit number

0

RO

3

1

RO

2

2

LPC3

4

3

LPC4

3

4

LPC1

3

5

LPC5

3

6

Iag2

8

7

Iag4

8

8

iag2

7

9

Iag4

7

10

Iag2

6

11

Iag4

6

12

Iag2

5

13

Iag4

5

14

iag2

4

15

Iag4

4

16

gain factor-2

7

17

gain factor-4

7

18

Iag2

3

19

Iag4

3

20

Iag2

2

21

Iag4

2

22

Iag2

1

23

Iag4

1

24

Iag2

0

25

Iag4

0

26

gain factor-1

6

27

gain factor-3

6

28

RO

1

29

gain factor-1

5

30

gain factor-3

3

31

LPC1

2

32

LPC3

2

33

gain factor-2

4

34

gain factor-4

4

35

gain factor-2

3

36

gain factor-4

3

37

gain factor-2

2

38

gain factor-4

2

39

gain factor-2

1

40

gain factor-4

1

41

gain factor-2

0

42

gain factor-3

0

43

gain factor-1

0

44

gain factor-3

1

45

gain factor-1

1

46

gain factor-3

2

47

gain factor-1

2

48

gain factor-3

3

49

gain factor-1

3

50

gain factor-3

4

51

gain factor-1

4

52

LPC2

2

53

gain factor-4

5

54

gain factor-2

5

55

LPC4

2

56

gain facto r-4

6

57

gain factor-2

6

58

gain factor-4

0

59

Iag3

0

60

iagi

0

61

Iag3

1

62

lagi

1

63

Iag3

2

64

lagi

2

65

Iag3

3

66

laqi

3

67

gain factor-3

7

68

gain factor-1

7

69

Iag3

4

70

lagi

4

71

Iag3

5

72

lagi

5

73

Iag3

6

74

iag1

6

75

Iag3

7

76

lagi

7

77

Iag3

8

78

lagi

8

79

LPC3

3

80

LPC2

3

81

LPC1

4

82

LPC2

4

83

LPC1

5

84

RO

4

85

0

86

0

87

0

88

0

89

0

The order, i, of the bits are placed into class 2 bits array, C2[i], in a scramble
pattern is indicated in Table 10.2.

Table 10.2 Bit ordering into class 2 array

order i

parameter

bit number

0

codevector-4

0

1

codevector-4

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

codevector-4
codevector-4
codevector-4
codevector-4
codevector-4
codevector-4
codevector-4
codevector-4
codevector-4
codevector-3
codevector-3
codevector-3
codevector-3
codevector-3
codevector-3
codevector-3
codevector-3
codevector-3
codevector-3
codevector-3
LPC6
LPC10
LPC10
LPC9
LPC9
LPC9
LPC8

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
2
0
1
0
1
2
0

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
52
54
55

LPC8
LPC8
LPC7
LPC7
LPC7
LPC6
LPC6
LPC5
LPC5
LPC5
LPC4
LPC4
LPC3
LPC3
LPC2
LPC2
LPC1
LPC1
RO
codevector-2
codevector-2
codevector-2
codevector-2
codevector-2
codevector-2
codevector-2
codevector-2

1
2
0
1
2
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

56

codevector-2

8

57

codevector-2

9

58

codevector-2

10

59

code vector-1

0

60

code vector-1

1

61

code vector-1

2

62

code vector-1

3

63

code vector-1

4

64

codevector-1

5

65

codevector-1

6

66

codevector-1

7

67

codevector-1

8

68

codevector-1

9

69

codevector-1

10

The speech data consisting of a total 159 bits for class 1 and class 2 bits
constructs a 16 row and 10 column interleave rectangular array. The speech
data is placed into the interleave array column-wise. Two interleave arrays are
required in accordance with two interleave speech frames. Figure 10.1 and
Figure 10.2 show the structure for the two interleave arrays. The two speech
frames are referred to as x and y where x is the previous speech frame and y is
the present or most recent speech frame.

Ox

16x

32x

48x

64x

80x

96x

112x

128x

144x

Iy

17y

33y

49y

65y

81y

97y

113y

129y

145y

2x

18x

34x

50x

66x

82x

98x

114x

130x

146x

8x

24x

40x

56x

72x

88x

104x

120x

136x

152x

9y

25y

41 y

57y

73y

89y

105y

121y

137y

153y

14x

30x

46x

62x

78x

84x

11 Ox

126x

142x

158x

15y

31 y

47y

63y

79y

85y

Illy

127y

143y

159y

Figure 10.1 Interleave array 1
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Figure 10.2 Interleave array 2

The class 2 bits are placed into an interleave array such that they intermixe with
class 1 bits. The class 2 bits sequentially occupy the following numbered
locations in the interleave array:

0,

16,

32,

48 through 95
I

96,

112,

128,

144 through 159
The class 1 bits occupy the remainder of the interleave array and are also
sequentially placed into the array. Figure 10.3 shows the placement of class 1
and class 2 bits in the interleave array. The frames from which each bit in
Figure 10.3 is taken are indicated by Figure 10.1 and Figure 10.2.

C2[0]

C2[1]

C2[2]

C2[3]

C2[19] C2[35] C2[36] C2[37] C2[38] C2[54]

C1[0]

CI [15] CI [30] C2[4]

C2[20] CI [45] CI [60] CI [75] C2[39] C2[55]

C1[1]

CI [16] CI [31] C2[5]

C2[21] CI [46] CI [61] CI [76] C2[40] C2[56]

C1[6]

CI [21] CI [36] C2[10] C2[26] CI [51] CI [66] CI [81] C2[47] C2[61]

C1[7]

C1[22] C1[37] C2[11] C2[27] C1[52] C1[67] C1[82] C2[48] C2[62]

C1[13] C1[28] C1[43] C2[17] C2[33] C1[58] C1[73] C1[88] C2[52] C2[68]
C1[14] C1[29] C1[44] C2[18] C2[35] C1[59] C1[74] C1[89] C2[53] C2[69]

Figure 10.3 The placement of class 1 and class 2 bits

The bits in the interleave arrays are transmitted row-wise using the following
algorithm.

Algorithm;

do row = 0,15
do colm = 0,9
transmit {interleave array 1 (row, colm)}
end do
end do
do row = 0,15
do colm = 0,9
transmit {interleave array 2 (row, colm)}
end do
end do

Random errors are injected into the transmitting interleave arrays according to
the error insertion procedure in section 9.2. The objective results in terms of
SNRSEG(dB) are given in Table 10.3.

Table 10.3 Objective results of BER for the interleave technique

BER

10-1

10-2

10-3

10-4

with interleave

-2.50

4.38

5.43

5.72

without

-2.10

2.20

5.13

5.72

interleave

The burst errors are also applied to the interleave array, giving the result in
Table 10.4.

Table 10.4 Objective result for the burst errors

SNRSEG (dB)
with interleave

2.52

without interleave

3.13

10.3 Conclusion

Errors inevitably occur in satellite channels. The most catastrophic errors are
those that affect several adjacent bits, especially LPC spectrum information,
causing the quality of speech to be severely distorted. The interleave error
masking scheme scrambles two adjacent speech frames into a random pattem
before transmission. Such an interleave error masking technique aims to avoid

the corruption of several adjacent bits. The results by both objective and
subjective measurement show that the coder using the interleave error masking
scheme is superior for random errors. As burst errors often destroy the entire
frames of information, the interleave technique can not provide protection for
such errors. A special feature of the interleave error masking scheme is that it
improves the coder performance for random errors without adding extra
redundant bits to the coder.

Chapter 11 Conclusion
This thesis describes in detail the implementation procedure and performance
of the

speech coder proposed for the U.S digital cellular mobile telephone

system, the Vector-Sum Excited Linear Predictive Coder (VSELP) [1].

The

VSELP is a variation of the Code Excited Linear Predictive Coder (CELP),
operating at 7950 bits per second. It employs a filter to produce the long term
spectral prediction, the self excitation sequence, and utilizes two codebooks to
model the residual signal after spectral whitening. The excitation signal in the
coder, being the sum of the self excitation signal and two codebook vectors, is
shown to produce good quality synthetic speech around 10 dB in terms of SNR.

Given the specifications from the Electronic Industry Association [2], a computer
simulation of the coder was written. The coding algorithm is presented with the
main emphasis on obtaining the self excited signal from the history of the coded
excitation itself, as well as searching the two residual codebooks. In addition,
documentation of the standard is thoroughly discussed and some pitfalls are
identified.

In the area of filter coefficient estimation, two of techniques have been fully
developed. The VSELP coder uses an efficient fixed point covariance lattice
algorithm (FLAT). This technique involves building an optimum (i.e minimizes
the residual energy) inverse lattice filter stage by stage. This thesis discuss the
performance of the FLAT algorithm and compares it with the Autocorrelation
method developed by Markel and Gray. Three measures are used in the
performance comparison; a) error signal energy, b) examining the spectrum
and error of typical voiced and unvoiced sounds, c) algorithm complexity. It is
shown that the error signal energy obtained by the FLAT algorithm is
approximately 0.3 dB less than that of the Autocorrelation method over an

utterance. The impulse response spectrum using the FLAT algorithm contains
more details compared with the Autocorrelation method. The complexity of the
two algorithms is roughly comparable. It can be concluded that the FLAT
algorithm is superior to the Autocorrelation algorithm for the Linear Prediction
analysis.

Computing the lag and searching the codebook excitations are two vital
sections in the implementation of the coder, this thesis discuss several
methodologies for verifying the self excitation and the codebook excitation
searching algorithms. To ensure the correctness of each algorithm, testing
schemes for both sections have been designed. The testing schemes are also
applied to the VSELP simulation procedure. They produces results as
expected, demonstrating the correctness of the VSELP

implementation

structure.

The communications industry has experienced rapid growth, and the demand
for bandwidth is great. Since the quality of the standard VSELP coder makes it
a promising candidate for low bit rate application, this thesis has explored the
strategies of lowering its bit rate. Various modifications to the standard VSELP
have been made which are related to aspects such as frame length, the self
excitation signal and the codebook excitation signal. The speech quality of the
different coder designs is compared by objective and subjective measures. A
modified VSELP coder which operates at 5167 bps is chosen as the best
candidate in low bit rate coding providing a reasonable quality comparable to
the original version.

This thesis has also investigated the error sensitivity of the modified VSELP
using a simulated satellite channel. Each parameter is evaluated in term of Bit
Error Rate (BER) [9], showing the LPC coefficients and the frame energy to be

the most sensitive parameters. The error sensitivity of individual bits is further
evaluated by separation of the frame information bits into two class bits. It is
shown that 12 most significant bits from frame energy and the LPC coefficients
are the most sensitive bits and require error protection. Also the burst error
sensitivity of the modified coder has been tested. Serious distortion of speech
are detected by both objective and subjective measures, indicating the need for
error masking techniques.

Transmission of information over a satellite communication system always
cause some degradation in the quality of information due to channel error. To
control channel errors, this thesis has developed an interleave error masking
mechanism which suppresses channel errors without introducing extra
redundant bits. The interleave technique uses a pseudo-random interleaver to
scramble the encoded speech data into a random pattern over two time slots
with speech data from adjacent speech frame before transmission. Such
interleave error mask technique has applied to the modified VSELP coder. Its
speech quality shows around 1.8 dB improvement for the BER being 10-2
compared to the speech without error protection.
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Appendix A - Calculation for Lag

T h e appendix A is to derive equation (2.5.4)
T h e total squared-error is given by
N-1

E=S(P(n)-i3bL(n))2

n=0

N-1

= X(p2(n)-2Bp(n)b'L(n)+b'2L(n))

n=0

3E
optimism B by setting ^ = 0 which is equivalent to

N-1

£(-2p(n)b'L(n)+2Bb'2L(n))=0

n=0

N-1

Ip(n)b'L(n)
"

N-1

Ib'2L(n)

n=0

substitute B back to the total squared-error equation giving
N-1

N-i
E= I

n=0

N-1

Ip(n)bY(n)
((p(n)2-2p(n)b,(nHi^?j
Ib'2L(n)
n=0

( I p(nrb'L(n))2
+
Lb'Mn)
n=0

N-1
N-1

Ip(n)b'L(n)

E = X (p(n)2-2p(n)bY(nH3=^
n=0
Ib'2L(n)
n=0

N-1
( Xp(n)bV(n))2
))
Ib'2L(n)
n=0

N-1
N-1

{ SP(n)b'L(n))2

n=0

^
Ib'2L(n)
n=0

N-1
define

CL= XP(")B'L(n)
n=0
N-1
GL= XB'2L(N)

n=0

It should be noted that the lag L, which minimize the total weighted error with
(optimum B) should be chosen as that which maximizes
(CL)^
GL

Appendix B - Calculation of Codevector

The appendix B is to derive equation (2.6.3.4)

optimism r' for each codevector by setting ^ = 0
N-1
X (-2fi(n)p(n)+2rTi(n)2) = 0 ;
n=0
N-1
Zp(n)fi(n)
n=0
r' =
N-1
Ifi2(n)
n=0

substitute r' back to the total square error equation giving
N-1
N-1
E= I

N-1

Sp(n)fi(n)
((P(n)2-2p(n)f

( SP(n)i"(n))2
+

f i2(n))

If2i(n)
n=0

N-1
N-1
E= I

Ip(n)f'i(n)

Xf'i'(n)
n=0

N-1
( Ip(n)f|(n))2

(p(n)2-2p(n)f ¡(n)-^^^?^
Ifi^in)
n=0

))
Ifi2(n)
n=0

N-1

E=

n=N-1

( Ip(n)n(n))2

n=0

^
Zfi'(n)
n=0

)

N-1

define

C=

n=o
N-1

G= I f i 2 ( n )
n=0

It has been found that the codevector which will mininfiize total squared-error
should be chosen as the one which maximizes

G

Appendix C - Calculation of Gain Factors

The appendix C is to calculate the optimal gain factors.

The total weighted squared-error for a subframe is given by:
N-1

E= X e 2 ( n )
n=0
N-1

= X(P(n)-i3bl(n)-rifi(n)-r2f2(n))2
n=0

The optimum long term predictor coefficient B, the gain factor r^ of codebook 1,
the gain factor ra of codebook 2 are jointly obtained by minimizing the total
weighted squared-error (Appendix C).

setting

||=0

i-»

solving the above equations, the results are obtained

l3=((Rpc(1 )Rcc(0.1 )-Rpc(0)Rcc(1.1 ))(Rcc(1.2)Rcc(1,2)-Rcc(2,2)Rcc(1.1))
-(Rpc(2)Rcc(1.1 )-Rpc{1 )Rcc(1,2))(Rcc(0,2)Rcc(1.1 )-Rcc(1.2)Rcc(0,1)))
/((Rcc{0,1 )Rcc(1,2)-Rcc(0,2)Rcc(1.1 )){Rcc(0,2)Rcc{1.1 )-Rcc(1 -2)Rcc(0,1))
-(Rcc(0,2)Rcc(1,1)-Rcc(0.1 )Rcc(0.1))(Rcc(1.2)Rcc(1,2)-Rcc{2,2)Rcc(1,1)))

ri=({Rpc(0)Rcc(0,1 )-Rpc(1 )Rcc(0,0))(Rcc(2,2)Rcc(0,1 )-Rcc(1,2)Rcc(0,2))
-(Rpc{1 )Rcc(0,2)-Rpc(2)Rcc(0,1 )){Rcc(1 .2)RCC(0,0)-RCC(0,2)RCC(0,1 )))
/{(Rcc(0,1 )Rcc(0,1 )-Rcc(0,0)Rcc(1,1 ))(Rcc(2,2)Rcc(0,1 )-Rcc(1.2)Rcc(0,2))
-(Rcc(1.1 )Rcc{0,2)-Rcc(1.2)Rcc(0,1 ))(Rcc(1,2)Rcc(0,0)-Rcc(0,2)Rcc(0,1 )))

r2=({Rpc(1 )Rcx;{0,2)-Rpc(2)Rcc(0,1 ))(Rcc{0,1 )Rcc(0,1 )-Rcc(0,0)Rcc(1,1 ))
-(Rpc(0)Rcc(0,1 )-Rpc(1 )RCC(0,0))(RCC(0,2)RCC(1 ,1 )-Rcc{1.2)Rcc(0,1 )))
/((Rcc(0,0)Rcc(1,2)-Rcc{0,2)Rcc(0,1 ))(Rcc(0,2)Rcc(1,1 )-Rcc(1,2)Rcc(0,1 ))
-(Rcc(2,2)Roc(0,1 )-Rco(1,2)Rco{0,2))(Rcc(0,1 )Rcc{0,1 )-Rcc(0,0)Rcc{1,1 )))
N-1

Rpc= £ p { n ) c ' k ( n )
n=0

k=0,2

N-1

Roc= X c ' k ( n ) c ' k ( n )
n=0

k=0,2;j=k,2;

